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JOINT FIELD HEARING ON H.R. 6: ELEMEN-
TARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION ACT
REAUTHORIZATION

MONDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1993

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION
AND LABOR, SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECOND-
ARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, AND U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS, AND HUMAN-
ITIES, COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HLTMAN RESOURCES,
Providence, RI.

The subcommittees met, pursuant to notice, at 9:45 a.m., at the
Edmund W. Flynn Model Elementary School, 220 Blackstone
Street, Providence, Rhode Island, Hon. Claiborne Pell [Chairman,
Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts, and Humanities) and
Hon. Jack Reed, presiding.

Members present: Representatives Reed and Unsoeld and Sen-
ator Pell.

Staff present: Margaret Smith, staff assistant; Michael
Dannenberg, professional staff member; David Evans, staff direc-
tor; Agnieszka Fryszman, legislative director; Nancy Langrall, pol-
icy coordinator.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. BRITTO, PRINCIPAL, EDMUND W.
FLYNN MODEL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, PROVIDENCE,
RHODE ISLAND
Mr. Burro. Senator Pell, Congressman Reed, Congresswoman

Unsoeld, distinguished guests and speakers, I am Robert J. Britto,
Principal of the Edmund W. Flynn Model Elementary School.

It is a great honor and pleasure for me to welcome you here
today on behalf of the Flynn faculty, staff, students, and parents.

Your decision to conduct this hearing at an urban school site pro-
vides clear evidence of your concrete commitment to support the
daily efforts of all of us whose professional lives are no less in-
tensely committed to public school improvement.

I am particularly pleased that the comprehensive topic of this
congressional hearing recognizes as a major goal of school reform
the need for professional development of teachers.

We invite you to tour the school at the conclusion of these pro-
ceedings, and we extend to you an open invitation to return to
Flynn School at any time to visit classrooms as guest speakers or
readers.

I thank the committee for the opportunity to express my
thoughts on the issue of professional development.
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The education profession has been quick to pose myriad ques-
tions on the goals and logistics of school improvement, and cer-
tainly we have been eager to offer a host of responses to these in-
quiries.

When sifted through and sorted out, the most fundamental of
these questions stubbornly remain: How well do our schools reflect
our best ideas on cognitive development? How do we restructure
and what?to realize our best ideas on teaching and learning?

Any discussion intending to bring about reforms that enjoy some
measure of community support, on the one hand, and on the other,
meet certain accrediting standards must first recognize the need
for professional development.

Of course, professional development is not a new concept. School
departments and State education agencies do provide in-service op-
portunities, but all too often these efforts are episodic or disjointed
from contemporary research-based discoveries.

What is truly needed are continuous investments of time and
funding for faculty and administration that draw from the critical
theories and practices in the cognitive sciences and related work in
designing alternative/authentic assessments.

Moreover, the practitioners must learn to engage effectively in
team building strategies.

As a Nation, we already are confronting the challenge to fund
genuine school improvement initiatives at realistic levels.

We are already shepherding these investments to programs and
facilitators that support and advocate an epistemology that ad-
dresses our community, regional, and global needs for the 21st cen-
tury.

To appropriate funds at any level for merely more of the histori-
cally bankrupt same is already proving futile and frustrating.

Professional development programs must empower teachers and
administrators with the requisite knowledge and skill; to system-
atically abandon the archaic factory model of school in favor of the
model of school as a multicultural and multiracial community of
learners, a community wherein all ages continue to learn.

No one has thought that this task not be an easy one.
Although the theories of contemporary cognitive scientists solidly

discredit tiresomely out-of-place beliefs and practices concerning in-
tellect, knowledge, and instruction, the allure of these comfortable,
familiar habits remains tenacious, understandable if irrational, and
a formidable obstacle to reform.

The educational reform initiatives of the past years have engen-
dered an array of disparate programs and practices.

The oppositional ethos of these many endeavors mitigates
against the practitioners' easy ac:eptance of externally imposed ap-
proaches to school impro :ement.

To internalize the need for change, teachers and administrators
must first understand the most relevant theories and practices of
cognitive development, what is happening in the research and on
the field.

This understanding provides the point of departure for a grand
but promisingly productive dialogue among professionals, a dia-
logue that in the face of research-based discoveries boldly questions
current notions of curriculum, instruction, and assessment.
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Frank and imaginative responses to the stark questions about
just what makes real-world solutions is the only critical framework
for today's debate and any hope for substantive change.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Britto follows:]
STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. BRITT°, PRINCIPAL, E.W. FLYNN MODEL ELEMENTARY

SCHOOL., PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

The education profession has been quick to pose myriad questions on the goals
and logistics of school improvement and certainly we have been eager to offer a host
of responses to these inquiries. When sifted through and sorted out, the most fun-
damental of these questions stubbornly remain: How well do our schools reflect our
best ideas on cognitive development? How do we restructureand what?to realize
our best ideas on teaching and learning (Elmore).

Any discussion intending to bring about reforms that enjoy some measure of com-
munity support, on the one hand, and on the other, meet certain accrediting stand-
ards must first recognize the need for professional development. Of course, profes-
sional development is not a new concept. School departments and State education
agencies do provide in-service opportunities, but all too often these efforts are epi-
sodic or disjointed from contemporary research-based discoveries. What is truly
needed are continuous investments of time and funding for faculty and administra-
tion that draw from the critical theories and practices in the cognitive sciences and
related work in designing alternative/authentic assessments (cf. Gardner on theory
of multiple intelligences; and Wolf, Bixby, Glenn, and Gardner on epistemology of
the mind). Moreover, the practitioners must learn to engage effectively in team
building strategies.

As a Nation, we alread.; are confronting the challenge to fund genuine school im-
provement initiatives at realistic levels. We are already shepherding these invest-
ments to programs and facilitators that support and advocate an epistemology that
addresses our community, regional, and global needs for the 21st century. To appro-
priate funds at any level for merely more of the historically bankrupt same is al-
ready proving futile and frustrating. Professional development programs must em-
power teachers and administrators with the requisite knowledge and skills to sys-
tematically abandon the archaic factory model of school in favor of the model of
school as a multicultural and multiracia' community of learnersa community
wherein all ages continue to learn. No one has thought that this task not be an easy
one. Although the theories of contemporary cognitive scientists solidly discredit tire-
somely out-of-place beliefs and practices concerning intellect, knowledge, and in-
struction, the allure of these comfortable, familiar habits remains tenacious, under-
standable, if irrational, and a formidable obstacle to reform.

The educational reform initiatives of the past years have engendered an array of
disparate programs and practices. The oppositional ethos of these many endeavors
mitigates against the practitioners' easy acceptance of externally imposed ap-
proaches to school improvement. To internalize the need for change, teachers and
administrators must first understand the most relevant theories and practices of
cognitive development, what is happening in the research and on the field. This un-
derstanding provides the point of departure for a grand but promisingly productive
dialogue among professionalsa dialogue that in the face of research-based discov-
eries boldly questions current notions of curriculum, instruction, and assessment.
Frank and imaginative responses to the stark questions about just what makes real-
world solutions is the only critical framework for today's debate and any hope for
substantive change.
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Mr. BRITT°. At this time, I invite Dr. Arthur Zarrella, Super-
intendent of Providence Public Schools, to deliver his greetings.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR. ZARRELLA, SUPERINTENDENT,
PROVIDENCE PUBLIC SCHOOLS, PROVIDENCE, RHODE IS-
LAND

Dr. ZARRELLA. Thank you, Robert, and thank you for that elo-
quent statement on behalf of Providence and all of our school-
children.

Senator Pell, Congressman Reed, Congresswoman Unsoeld, it
certainly is my pleasure this morning, on behalf of over 23,000 stu-
dents in the Providence School Department and over 2,000 employ-
ees, as well as my colleagues in the field of education, to welcome
you to Providence this morning, to welcome you to the Providence
School Department, and to welcome you to Flynn Elementary
School.

I would be certainly remiss this morning if I didn't extend to
Senator Pell and to Congressman Reed the thanks of the Provi-
dence School Department for your untiring efforts in assisting
within assisting us, the Providence School Department, in ob-
taining the magnet school grant which was recently announced.

That close to $3 million which we will be getting over two years
will certainly go a long way toward assisting us to implement our
choice plan in Providence where parents will have a greater say in
the schools that their children will attend and also helping us to
eliminate minority group isolation.

I welcome you this morning to a system where education reform
is alive and well. I welcome you to a system that is including all
elements of the school community in its planning efforts for school
reform.

I welcome you this morning to a system where schools and the
personnel in those schools and the communities that surround
those schools are taking the responsibility for school reform, but
probably more importantly, accepting the responsibility to be ac-
countable for what happens in those schools.

I welcome you this morning to a school that doesto a school
system that does have a plan for school improvement, the much
talked about PROBE study. However, I would also welcome you to
an urban system that cannot afford further reductions in primary
funding sources such as Title I.

I welcome you to Providence at a time when you have the oppor-
tunity, at a critical point in this country's history, t'- create a level
playing field so that all children will have the opportunity to re-
ceive an excellent education.

The passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act in
a form to address the needs of underprivileged youth is a necessity
if we are not to create a two-tiered society, one for the educated
and privileged and one for the poor and those children who do not
have an education.

In your deliberations today and in your further deliberations re-
garding this Act, remember that the American dream is at risk for
thousands of poor and unprivileged children if we do not provide
them with a quality education.

9
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I welcome you today to Providence with the hope that you will
receive and hear the testimony today that would certainly help you
in your deliberations so that this Act will truly benefit the children
for which it is intended, and on behalf of all of my colleagues who
serve in various capacities in the education field, who remember
that, first of all, we are all teachers, I would like to remind you
of the words of Christa McAuliffe, who said, "I touch the future. I
teach."

Welcome to Providence. I hope your day is certainly a productive
one.

Senator PELL. The joint hearing of the House and the Senate
education subcommittees will be in order. This is one of the Sen-
ate's initial reauthorization hearings. It is also one of the final
hearings in the House.

In the Senate, we will focus on the initiative of the administra-
tion from the very beginning. In the House, the administration pro-
posal is the culmination of this hearing process.

I would observe here that, on the Senate side, Senator Chafee
was here with us but had to be at a funeral, and Bob Mirelli had
asked me to present his apologies and acknowledge his presence.

I think, in this whole hearing and during our work, we should
bear in mind the National Education Goals, because that's the
backdrop, the background for what we will discuss this morning,
and those goals are six:

First, all children in America will start school ready to learn.
Second, the high school graduation rate will increase to at least

90 percent.
Third, American students will leave grades four, eight, and 12

having demonstrated competency in challenging subject matter, in-
cluding English, math, science, history, and geography.

Fourth, U.S. students will be the first in the world in science and
mathematics achievement.

Fifth, every adult American will be literate and possess the
knowledge and skills necessary to compete in the global economy.

Sixth, every school in American will be free of drugs and violence
and will offer a disciplined environment conducive to learning.

These are the six goals, the six principles that should guide us
this morning and in all our work as to what type of educational
system we hope to see.

President Clinton has been in office less than nine months. Yet,
in that short timespan, the Department of Education, under the
leadership of Secretary Riley, has been doing a fine job.

The product of their labors the Improving America's School Act
of 1993, a comprehensive, thoughtful initiative of which I and
many others are proud to be cosponsors.

The administration's bill is landmark legislation. Its purpose is
to spur and augment the education reform movement already un-
derway throughout our Nation.

I would express my gratitude and say the Department is rep-
resented here by Thomas Wolanin, the Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Legislative Affairs, and I thank him very much for being with
us this morning.
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While I wish that our resources were unlimited and we could
double our education spending, harsh realities are just the oppo-
site.

We must bear in mind that, while the Federal education grant
is only about 6 percent of the total money spent on education, the
Chapter 1 program, which we are focusing on today, constitutes
two-thirds of all the money spent on compensatory educationFed-
eral, State, and local.

It is not just another education program. It is the critical edu-
cation program in elementary and secondary education at the Fed-eral level.

Seriously underfunded, today only about half of all the eligible
children are actually served under the Chapter 1 program.

If we are to be a world leader, we must have a world-class edu-
cational system. That means tough, challenging standards for all
students.

We cannot turn attention away either from the problem of drop-
outs. Each year, one-half million, 500,000 students drop out of
school. Through the demonstration program, we have identified
new innovative ways to address this problem.

This reauthorization is a massive undertaking, critically impor-tant.
In 1950, there were 17 Americans working for every one who was

retired. Today, there are only three working for every one who is
retired, and one of those three is a minority.

The correlation between minority status and poverty is a dis-
heartening reality, a disheartening fact of life. Yet, it is a reality
we can and must address if through a world-class education, Amer-
ica is to have the world-class workforce it needs to remain a world
leader.

The administration has offered a bold, imaginative reauthoriza-
tion initiative. To my mind, it is something we can build upon and
enact.

Congressman Reed and I are cochairing this hearing. So, I now
would turn to Congressman Reed.
TYPE OF DEGREE AVERAGE MONTHLY EARNINGS

Professional $4,961Doctorate $3,855Master's $2,822Bachelor's $2,116Associate's $1,672
Vocational $1,237Some college, no degree $1,280
High school $1,077Not a high school graduate $492

[The prepared statement of Senator Pell follows:]
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Statement of Senator Claiborne Pell (D,RI)
Rhode Island Field Hearing

Reauthorization of The Elementary & Secondary Education Act
Flynn School, Providence, RI, October 4, 1993

This joint hearing of the House and Senate Education Subcommittees will

come to order. While this is one of the Senate's initial reauthorization hearings, it

is one of the final hearings in the House. In the Senate, we will focus on the

Administration's initiative from the beginning. In the House, the Administration's

proposal is the culmination of their hearing process.

To Rhode Island and the nation, this legislation is extremely important.

Annually, Rhode Island receives almost $30 million dollars through federal

elementary and secondary education programs. These range from the critically

important Chapter 1 program, which provides Rhode Island more than $20 million

dollars a year, to a series of smaller, but equally critical programs.

President Clinton has been in office less than nine months. Yet, in that

short time span, the Department of Education, under the very able leadership of

Secretary Richard Riley, has been hard at work. The product of their labors is

The Improving America's Schools Act of 1993, a very comprehensive and

thoughtful legislative initiative of which I am proud to be a cosponsor.

The Administration's bill is truly landmark legislation. Its purpose is to

spur and augment the education reform movement already underway throughout

our nation. Its intent is to insure that an education of excellence and opportunity

roaches into every classroom in America, particularly those most in need of our

help.

The Department is represented here today by Dr. Thomas Wolanin, the

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Legislative Affairs. He is a friend and colle...Tue

who previously directed the House Postsecondary Education Subcommittee t ider

Congressman Bill Ford. We have a good working relationship, and we welcome

him here today.

As I mentioned earlier, the Chapter 1 program is nur major federal

elementary and secondary education initiative. While the federal contribution to

general education is only about 6%, the Chapter 1 program constitutes two-thirds
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of all the money -- federal, state, and local -- that is spent on basic skills

instruction for children from less well off families in our nation. It isn't just

another education program. It is the critical education program in elementary

and secondary education at the federal level. It is seriously underfunded, and

today only about half of all eligible children are actually served under the Chapter

1 program.

While I wish that our resources were unlimited and that we could double

federal education spending, I am afraid the harsh reality is quite the opposite. We

are confronted with severe fiscal restraints, and the unpleasant truth is that

funding will not reach the levels I am sure we all believe are necessary.

In that regard, it is crucial, perhaps now more than over before, that federal

legislation be carefully crafted and better targeted so that programs will reach

children who have the greatest need and the least resources to meet those needs.

If America is to remain a world leader, we must have a world-class

education system, This means tough, challenging standards for all students, and

education programs that live up to those standards. The Administration's

legislative proposals clearly recognize that principle as they seek to push a

comprehensive reform of education that focuses not only upon the whole child but

also the whole school.

Most important, the legislation remains true to the original purpose of the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. That legislation recognized

that there were areas in our nation where poverty robbed our children of

educational opportunity and advancement. Almost thirty years after the

enactment of that legislation, this situation unfortunately remains all too

prevalent in community after community across our land. To those communities,

schools and children, federal aid is not just helpful, but absolutely necessary. We

cannot relax our commitment to those children. In fact, it must be intensified.

Also, as we proceed with reauthorization, we cannot lose sight of the fact

that full participation in our society in the workplace and at home...

depends upon the ability to read, write, and compute. Thus, qs we look at the

3



whole education of the child, we simply cannot neglect the basics. This is

something I consider of paramount importance as we move this legislation

forward.

On many occasions I have said that the teacher is the linchpin to a quality

education. I adhere to that belief even more strongly today. Little can be

accomplished without a good teacher. The Eisenhower Math and Science program,

which I authored as part of the Education for Economic Security Act, has been a

resounding success. It is time, however, to build upon those accomplishments and

to extend them to other areas, such as English, history, civics and government,

and the arts. I strongly support the Administration's efforts in this area.

There are other areas where we must act as well. Reauthorization and

strengthening of proven programs such as drug free schools, innovation in

education, magnet schools, gifted and talented education, and.civics and

government instruction is critical. The reasons for programs such as these is

clear. The school must be a safe place where learning dominates. Innovative

education approaches must extend to our most troubled areas so that education is,

in fact, the way out of isolation and poverty in our society. The gifted must be

pushed to excel to the limits of their ability, and not held back because of a lack of

challenging programs. And, for every child there must be better development of

critical thinking skills about the underpinnings of our democracy, and a much

greater exposure to the arts and humanities that define a civilized society.

We cannot turn attention away from the problem of dropouts. Each and

every year, over one-half million students drop out of school. Through the

Dropout Demonstration program, we have identified new and innovative ways to

address this serious problem. We must build upon what we have learned.

This reauthorization is a massive undertaking. It is critically important. In

1960 there were 17 Americans working for every one who was retired. Today,

there are only 3 working for every one who is retired, and one of those three Et a

minority. Unfortunately, the correlation between minority status and poverty is a

disheartening reality. Yet, it is a reality we can and must address if through a
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world-class education America is to have the world-class workforce it needs to

remain a world leader. The Clinton Administration has offered a bold and

imaginative reauthorization initiative. To my mind, it is something we should

build upon and enact.

:5
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Mr. REED. Thank you, Senator Pell. I am honored to join you

today, with the House subcommittee on education, to conduct a
hearing on the reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act.
It is a delight to be with you, as it always is, and to recognize

your leadership over many years and particularly vital leadership

as we look at this reauthorization.
I would like to also acknowledge Senator Chafee, who could not

stay with us but I know wanted to be here to participate, and it

is particularly delightful to welcome to Rhode Island my colleague,

Jolene Unsoeld, from Washington State.
I flew out therewhat, two years ago?
Ms. UNSOELD. Two years ago.
Mr. REED. [continuing] for a field hearing. It is a six-hour flight

to Washington, and only an hour flight to Providence, so we will

have you back again to even the score.
I also want to thank many people who helped this hearing take

place: the Principal, Bob Britto, of the Flynn School, not only for

his words but for all the work he has done, along with his staff and

his teachers, to host this hearing so graciously; the Providence

School Department, for their assistance in setting up this hearing;
Dimension Cable, which is taping this hearing for a later broadcast

over the Cable Interconnect so that a broader range of Rhode Is-

landers can see this hearing and participate and understand, we
hope, better the professional development issues we will discuss

today.
Also, I want to thank the staff, who did more than anyone to

make sure that this hearing was successful: my staff, Agnieszka
Fryszman; David Evans on the Senator's staff; and all the staff
members who worked so hard, and particularly, from the Depart-

ment of Education, Torn Wolanin--Tom is here.
Tom was a staff member of the House Subcommittee on Elemen-

tary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, and so, we can decide,

based on our relative performances, whether he trained me or I
trained him. I think it is probably the fact he trained me.

Professional development is the critical topic we are going to ad-

dress today.
In education, we have a triadchildren, teachers, and parents.

Of that triad, I think the place where we can apply the most lever-

age, the place where we can multiply our resources most dramati-

cally is in the professional development of teachers, and that is

something we have to do.
Ideally, we could use this reauthorization to make teachers in

the classroom, together with principals acting as educational lead-

ers, the fulcrum of education-1i reform in the United States, and I

hope we do that.
The President and Secretary Riley have developed a very ambi-

tious and very, I think, well-written, well-researched proposal for

reauthorization.
We are going to take it up in the House and the Senate and try

to use these hearings to make it even a better proposal, more in

keeping with the demands that we face in education.
There are two thoughts that I would like to just briefly empha-

size with respect to the professional development aspects.

81-246 0 - 94 - 2
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I think we really have to have a strong link between elementaryand secondary education and higher education when it comes toprofessional development, and second, I think we have to ensurethat this process of professional development reaches the cuttingedge, which is the classroom, that it is not short-circuited else-where, that we do not invest in lots of elaborate overhead but thatwe actually reach out into the classroom and allow , eachers to im-prove their skills as they teach the next generation of Americans.Someone wrote a book a few years ago saying, "Everything Ilearned I learned in kindergarten." Obviously, I was not paying at-tention early in my life, because it took me a few more years tolearn everything I know.
I learned a lot in the service, and one thing I learned was a fa-mous saying by General Clark that says a unit does best what acommander checks, and one thing that I think we have been miss-ing in the professional development is that kind of critical, non-de-structive evaluation of teachers in the classroom by other experi-enced and senior teachers, and I would hope some way in our delib-erations we could build that back into the system.
['The prepared statement of Hon. Jack Reed follows:1

STATEMENT OF HON. JACK REED, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATEOF RHODE ist.AND
I would like to welcome everyone here today to this joint hearing of the SenateSubcommittee on Education, Arts and the Humanities and the House Subcommitteeon Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education. I am honored to once againbe able to cochair a hearing with my distinguished senior senator, Senator Clai-borne Pell.
I would also like to welcome Congresswoman Jolene Unsoeld of Washington State,a distinguished colleague of mine from the House Education and Labor Committeewho has come all the way fro:n the West Coast to be with us today for this impor-tant hearing.
I want to thank everyone at Flynn School and, especially Principal Bob Britto, fortheir gracious hospitality in hosting this field hearing. I enjoyed reading your schoolhighlights bulletin from last yearand was very impressed: students at Flynn lastyear worked to preserve the rain forest, participated in the Providence JournalStock Market Game, designed original games about Dinosaurs, and won awards inan international arts competition. And the staff has worked hard to build links withthe community, to benefit from the resources available at our institutions of highereducation, and to keep pace with new techniques. It is clear you do a lot to ensureyour students learn well and I was pleased that your motto is "MI children canlearn," because this must be the theme of our reauthorization of the Elementary andSecondary Education Act. We cannot afford to leave any children behind,We have all heard a lot about the problems of our educational system. At theheart of the solution, I believe, is professional development. Everyone agrees weneed high standards for all children, but to translate those standards into betteroutcomes for our students we need to address what is happening within the class-room. I remember, not so long ago, schools would send senior teachers into class-rooms to evaluate, and help, other teachers. That practice now seems to be a thingof the past. Today, teachers are sent out alone to deal with the increasing challengesfaced by our schools, including the breakdown of the family, urban violence, and thedemand for an increasingly sophisticated workforce. Like other professionals, school-based educators need continuous learning opportunities to take advantage of newtechnologies, and to keep pace with a changing society.

I am pleased that the Clinton reform proposal places a strong emphasis on profes-sional development. One of the most effective steps we can take in reforming Amer-ican education is to provide resources and enhance the expertise of our educators,as well as to ensure that young people are ready to learn when they come to school,and that parents are full participants in their children's education.Finally, I want to thank the witnesses for taking the time to come here today andshare their expertise with us as we reexamine the Elementary and Secondary Edu-,ation Act. We need to know what works and what doesn't so we can do mote for
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our kids. Our kids are our best resource. If we shortchange their education, we
shortchange our own future.

Mr. REED. Now, I have a great deal of pleasure and pride to in-
troduce my colleague from Washington State, Jolene Unsoeld. She
is a woman of charm and dignity, intellect and integrity. All of that
sometimes masks a very passionate advocacy for the issues.

She is a fighter for children on the Elementary and Secondary
Education Subcommittee. She is a passionate environmentalist,
and I serve also on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee
with her.

She is someone who has spent her life trying to make this dream
of America, opportunity for all, a reality, and I am delighted and
honored to have her here.

Jolene, thank you.
Mrs. UNSOELD. Thank you. It is good to be here.
It was two years ago, when we were doing the higher education

reauthorization, that you came to my State, and I am delighted
that, as we take up the President's proposal on the reauthorization
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, to be able to come
here, because it isyou are very good at describing the good things
that are happening here, but it is of special importance to be able
to come and to see in person and to be able to hear in person and
feel what youyour ideas and to hear your solutions and rec-
ommendations to the Congress as we take this up.

I believe the teachers very, very much need our support. They
have probably one of the most difficult and most important roles
in our society, and I am delighted that, in the administration's pro-
posal, there is such an emphasis on the training and the assistance
to help those teachers become better. We need to be able to provide
them with support, because increasingly they are taking up a role
in sometimes dysfunctional families.

I do not know what to do about this mike. I will bet it was not
turned on. It was not turned on. Now is that better? I will repeat
a little bit of what I said.

What a delight it is to be able to come and to feel in person and
to see what you are doing and to hear your ideas from you. As good
an interpreter as myas Jack is, there is a special importance to
be able to come in person.

As teachers are asked to take up more and more of the crucial
role in our society for what I consider to be the most important
thing to our Nation's national security, the education of our young,
it is particularly gratifying that the President's proposal on the re-
authorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act has
such a strong component for teacher training and development and
staff training and development.

I think that will be crucial as we try to support teachers in this
very crucial role that they are playing, and I thank you very much,
Jack, for letting me come and participate in your hearing.

Senator PELL. We now come to the witnesses, and the first panel
is the Honorable Peter McWalters for higher education and the
Honorable Americo Petrocelli for general education. I misspoke. Re-
verse that. I think that Mr. Peter Mc Walters will lead off, and he
represents general education.

Li
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STATEMENTS OF HON. PETER McWALTERS, COMMISSIONER,
RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, PROVI-
DENCE, RHODE ISLAND; AND HON. AMERICO PETROCELLI,
COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF HIGHER EDUCATION, PROVI-
DENCE, RHODE ISLAND
Mr. MCWALTERS. Thank you very much. Thank you for coming,

Senator Pell, Congressman Reed, and Congresswoman Unsoeld.
Thank you very much.

Reiterating a little bit of what you have already been told, we are
most particularly pleased that you chose to come and that you
came to an urban school.

You are in a school that is struggling in very good faith with
many of the issues that are raised in this bill, and I hope you take
the offer to visit after the presentations.

I want to get right to the heart of something that is verythat
I feel very strongly about, and that is that I want it unmistakably
clear that I support the intentions as they are. outlined in this bill,
but the onethere is a couple of words in here that I take very se-
riouslyand I have been passing out my little buttonsand it is
the all-kids issue, and I do not want to make light of that, because
it is too easy to say all children can learn, all children will learn,
but the truth is we represent an industry that has never believed
that and never been set up to do that, and I have to go on record
with that constantly to remind people of that.

Ever sincefor the last 10 years, we have been kind of beating
ourselves up about the condition of American public education, and
every once in a while it takes a second to step back and remind
ourselves that, in terms of what we were asked to do, we have very
much to be proud of.

We had Ernest Boyer here just a few weeks ago, and as you
know, he is an eloquent spokesman for both children and edu-
cation, and he reminds us to look back at the history of this effort,
and Rhode Island and Providence, just like many other places in
this country, can proudly stand here today and say that, given
what we have been asked to do, we are doing better than we have
ever done.

There are more graduates, not fewer, more students graduating
with higher skills, not lower, more attainment. So, we have much
to be proud of. That is not actually the problem.

The problem is not that we are doing better in the old world. It
has something to do with maybe we are obsolete. We are not bro-
ken. Broken implies that, at once, you were not broken. We are
doing very, very well at what we used to do.

The trouble is that someplace in the last 15 or 20 years, the eco-
nomic infrastructure of this country changed radically, and as now
we are being asked to "retool" to service this new requirement, I
do not think there is a great understanding of what that is going
to take.

As I read this reauthorization bill, I was very impressed. The au-
thors are precise and careful.

The first and most important issue is the public policy issue of
all children, all children regardless of where they are coming from,
breaking through the predictability of social class, taking on the

9
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issue of special needs and second language, all children, not nego-
tiable.

The second issue is standards, outcome- student performance,
for the first time, as asked for in here and asked for at the State
level, to be explicit in what we expect of our children.

As you know, as we know in Rhode Island, performance is easily
associated, if you look at the demographics, with where your par-
ents can afford to buy their house.

We do not have explicit standards, we have units, and as you
leave the system and you are finally measured, tragically your per-
formance is predictable by wealth and family background, particu-
larly the mother's education.

This suggests that we, for the first time in public policy, are
going to attempt to be explicit about what we want all children to
know and be able to do.

If we do not have that fundamental belief in all of our children
and if we do notif we are not explicit about what we want them
to know and be able to do, then I suppose any route will get us
there.

Now, the mechanics of actually getting us there, I think, are also
well outlined in here. We are going to have to decentralize and get
the decisions made closest to the learner, but I like the cautions
in here.

We already have enough evidence that suggests decentralization
alone, without the goals, without the statements about accountabil-
ity, will just as quickly reinvent yesterday as anything else. There
is no magic bullet in decentralization.

There are words in here concerning compacts and contracts, the
issue, then, of not only decentralizing but understanding what re-
tooling means, and that is the center of what today's diGcussion is.

Staff development or what I would like to think of as professional
development, as outlined here and as supported at least by me, re-
quires that we first understand that we are asking people to tty
to rethink the whole industry.

That means we need readiness, it means we need the kind of
training that is provided in the private sector when they are going
to go off -line and rethink the industry. That is a substantial invest-
ment, and it is more than just the techniques of teaching. It is the
readiness to even deal with change, to manage change.

The second is the issue of knowledge base, and I think that is
where the link between the higher education piece and this general
education is most profound.

The whole rethinking of where we recruit teachers from, the
kinds of programs we put them through to get them initially cer-
tified, the experience of tenure, and the rethinking of lifelong con-
tinuous learning and recertification are all a very powerful leverage
to bringing about the kinds of knowledge base, readiness, interven-
tion, responsibility, professional ethics that I think are going to be
necessary in order to pull off the retooling exercise, but there are
other components in here I must mention, because they are impor-
tant to me.

One is the fact that there are some, I thin]-, eloquent statements
about parents and the changing role of parents and the fact that,
in this document, parents are also recognized to need access to the

0



policy table, they need access and compacts and contracts with
teachers around what is going to happen with their children and
who holds what responsibility to do what to make sure we get
there, eloquently stated, this issue of a relationship with teachers
and the issue of joint responsibility, shared responsibility, and fi-
nally, a whole discussion about the fact that that also needs a sup-
port system.

Parents need access to the kinds of same training and informa-
tion systems that the rest of the industry is going to have to have
if this is going to work.

Finally, there is the reference in here to what we think, in Rhode
Island, of as the wraparound services question.

This has to be thought of as raising our children, and we are only
going to raise our children when we provide support systems to
families. So, the issue of schools as community centers and all the
attendant interactions are also part of this.

To back off and summarize for the purposes of discussion, all
children, public policy, explicitly stated, with full knowledge, Sen-
ator, as you said, that in this country, all children raises fun-
damental questions about class and race, all children against high
standards, explicitly stated and publicly reported.

Of all the instruments in order to pull that off, there is the one
essential one, and it is not even the decentralization one, it is the
professional development one, because if I have a vision of a future,
it is teachers who have come through a rethought system of where
they come from and how they are trained, how they are certified
and how they are supported.

They are powerful, they authorize, they have capacity, they have
knowledge, they are collegial, and they are driven by a profound
ethic that says all children, this child, can learn, and I will do
whatever has to be done in order to make that happen.

That very image is counter to the very nature of bureaucracy,
ard it is counter to the nature of the industry we have put to-
gether, which is essentially a controlling and mistrusting environ-
ment if you are a teacher. In order to pull that off, we have to re-
tool, and we need the respect and the resources to do it.

I was pleased to see in here the research base that suggested
there is evidence that, in effective institutions, we have to start
thinking in terms of 30 days of access to professionals if we really
want to do what we need to do to get it done, and then set up the
contract so that they feel accountable and authorized to do it.

All kids, standards, professional development.
Thank you.
Senator PEI,L. We now turn to the Honorable Americo Petrocelli

and look forward to hearing from him.
Mr. PETROCELLI. Thank you, Senator Pell, Representative Reed,

. and Representative Unsoeld, distinguished guests. It is really a
pleasure for me to be here.

In inviting the Commissioner of Higher Education, representing
higher education, I believe that you have underscored much of
what Peter has just said, but you have underscored what should
be one of the major features of all Federal legislation in the area
of education and which is a feature of the Clinton administration
proposal, "Improving America's Schools," and that is that higher
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education has an important role to play in helping to make schools
a better place in which to teach and to learn.

Increasingly, the boundaries between elementary and secondary
education have become less pronounced and the wisdom of working
across those boundaries more apparent. In Rhode Island, we have
several examples of such partnerships.

As you are aware, the Children's Crusade for Higher Education
was initiated by higher education in this State to encourage all
children, especially those from low-income families, to stay in
school and to make the transition into postsecondary education.

The motivation there really was for higher education to play two
important roles, and one was to find a role to motivate poor chil-
dren to stay in school so that we in higher education will have an
opportunity to deal with them when they finished, and the second
major operation is in the professional development phase that so
many of you have spoken about.

The 2 + 2 Tech program at the Community College is another ef-
fort at the partnership and a successful one, and the Rhode Island
Skills Commission is developing alternative routes to help students
move from basic education into programs that will help them train.

As Commissioner of Higher Education, I see a necessity for these
programs to be very holistic, that the interest that we should have
in young students from a higher education perspective not be mere-
ly to get them into our halls or into our seats, and thus, the cru-
sade, for example, enters into a signed contract with the student
and the parent, and the push there is higher education, trade
schools, proprietary schools, really working off the edict ofor the
experience that we have learned over all of these years.

In 1932, Henry Ford made his famous statement during the
that depression, and that is ifhe said, if you give me a manand
they were primarily men in the workforcewho is on unemploy-
ment, I will give you a production worker in 24 hours.

In 1993, the statement is, if you give me one ill prepared, I will
give you a productive citizen of this country in 14 years.

So, we must insist that all children be educated, and that is new,
and I agree with Peter, that is new. It is the first time in the his-
tory of America where we must be concerned about the education
of poor children.

We have never had that need before. We have never operated off
that need before. We designed a system that did not deal with that
need before, and this Act intelligently, in many of its aspects,
speaks to those areas.

Matter of fact, from the very onset, some 30 years ago, the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act, starting as it did, as part
of President Johnson's war on povertyvery interestingidentified
education as a poverty prevention tool, because education offers the
one real hope for low-income children to move to greater affluence.

I suggest that there be a sense of urgency, 30 years later, and
not from the same perspective. Thirty years ago, the focus was on
doing something good about people in poverty and helping them.
The urgency today is to help America.

Without them educated in this society, then this society has very
little chance of remaining competitiveor forget that wordin my
estimation, of succeeding in any way, shape, or form.
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You cannotyou are in a city in which 63, 65 percent of the
youngsters this afternoon will get free or reduced lunch. They are
in poverty. We cannot allow them to then represent an adult popu-
lation that is 63 percent in poverty.

What is to intercede? Keeping them in school, keeping them edu-
cated, and society as a whole learning how to adopt all of .them as
their children given the number of broken and difficult family situ-
ations in which many youngsters find themselves today, and I am
pleased that this Act. addresses those points: motivate the child, not
bricks and mortar. It is motivate the child, supply in their lives the
encouragement which is so difficult for them to get, and to do that
with well-trained teachers.

If all of this is to work, poor children must be held to the same
academic standards and be provided the same excellent teachers
and facilities as their more privileged counterparts.

Higher education has the role in this process by ensuring that
those college students prepanng themselves for careers in teaching
have the capabilities and are provided the programs that will make
them superb teachers.

Higher education also has a responsibility to help practicing
teachers hone their skills and to become educational managers who
can provide their students with experience and content that engage
their attention and challenge their minds. I do not think we have
done well enough in that. I do not think we have done nearly well
enough.

Consequently, Title II of the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act is the most important part of the legislation to higher
education, because it provides funding and encouragement for pro-
fessiona development activities.

For goodness sakes, we have run one experiment after another.
Rarely have these experiments in the field of education been
proved completely wanting, but we have never taken the experi-
ment and .noved to the production room, and as we find things that
work, phase, can we now make them universal?

That was the intent of going after every third-grader in every
school, private, public, anywhere, based on programs that had 25
years of solid research behind them that said they work.

Let us quit patting ourselves on the back over a successful exper-
iment until that experiment is translated into mass production,
into something that affects the lives of everyone involved.

As I noted, consequently, Title H is important. Rhode Island has
a good track record of using Eisenhower funds. When I say that,
I mean we have as good a track record as anybody in running ex-
periments. We want to make a fundamental change as a result of
those experimer,ts, and I think this Act moves us in that direction.

We would welcome the opportunity, however, to expand those ac-
tivities to include other content areas referenced in the National
Education Goals. That will take money. As you know, the Eisen-
howers have concentrated on mathematics and science.

Our faculty members in education and arts and science have
much to offer to the school reform movement and much to learn
from this movement.
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Keeping higher education institutions and State offices of higher
education as active partners in Title II is essential to promoting
these relationships.

The funding of Title II is also crucial and must be increased if
new partnerships are to be developed beyond those in the areas of
mathematicalmathematics and science.

Overall, the direction proposed for the reauthorization of the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act is appropriate, in my judg-
ment, and in keeping with much of the philosophy and many of the
efforts here in Rhode Island.

Continuing to build strong working relationships between col-
leges and universities and schools is, in our opinion, the direction
in which we must continue to move.

In Rhode Island, the Board of Higher Education recently ap-
proved the establishment of a joint doctoral program in education,
joint meaning utilizing all of the talent and experience we have at
both our University of Rhode Island and at Rhode Island College.

The hallmark of that degree in debate and in development was
that these people who go through this program will be practition-
ers, not another program for administrators but practitioners, peo-
ple who will engage themselves in the classroom and in the school-
house at the practitioner's level. That is what we need.

I happen to hold a doctorate in physical sciences, and it was as
a practitioner that I receive that, not as an administrator of phys-
ical science activities, and I think that is also a step in the right
direction.

In summary, I think we have to develop and maintain a passion,
the word that Representative Reed used, for the education of all
children and for the education of poor children.

The crisis that we face in failing to do so demands passion, and
it is not a passion that should be borne out of anything more but
the love of this country and its future success, and in that regard,
I wish to thank you for giving me the opportunity to address you,
and I would be pleased to answer any questions, if there are any.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Petrocelli follows:]

STATEMENT OF HON. AMERICO W. PETROCELLI, COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF HIGHER
EDUCATION, PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISAND

Senator Pell, Representative Reed, and distinguished guests, it is my distinct
pleasure to testify at this jont hearing, sponsored by the House of Representatives
Committee on Education and Labor and the Senate Subcommittee on Education.
Arts and the Humanities, on the topic of the reauthorization of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965. By inviting me to testify, I believe that you have
underscored what should be one of the major features of all Federal legislation in
the area of education, and which is a feature of the Clinton Administration's pro-
posal, "Improving America's Schools," that higher education has an important role
to play in helping to make schools better places in which to teach and to learn.

Increasingly, the boundaries between elementary and secondary education and
higher education have become less pronounced and the wisdom of working am c=
those boundaries more apparent. In Rhode Island, we have several examples of su, h
partnerships. As you are aware, the Children's Crusade for Higher Education was
initiated to encourage all children, especially those from low-income families, to stay
in school and to make the transition into postsecondary education. The 2 +2 Tech/
Prep program at the Community College of Rhode Island helps students in tech-
nology areas bridge the gap between high school and college. The Rhode Island
Skills Commission is developing alternative routes to help students move from basic
education into programs that will help them train for careers. The recently approved
joint doctoral program in education between the University of Rhode Island and
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Rhoda Island College is designed to have graduate students bedome engaged in ad-
dressing real problems in actual schools. These are but a few examples of the fforts
underway in Rhode Island to develop collaborative efforts across the educational di-
vide. This direction is emphasized in the legislation and should be promoted when-
ever possible.

From the very outset, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act identified
education as a poverty prevention tool, because education offers the one real hope
for low income children to move to greater affluence. If it is to work, poor children
must be held to the same academic standards and be provided the same excellent
teachers and facilities as their more privi.eged counterprts. Higher education has
a role in this process by ensuring that those college students preparing themselves
for careers in teaching have the capabilities and are provided the programs that will
make them superb teachers. Higher education also has a responsibility to help prac-
ticing teachers hone their skills and to become educational managers who can pro-
vide their students with experiences and content that engage their attention and
challenge their minds.

Consequently, Title II of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act is the most
important part of the legislation to higher education because it provides funding and
encouragement for professional development activities. Rhode Island has a good
track record of using Eisenhower funds to develop strong ongoing relationships be-
tween college faculty and elementary and secondary teachers in the area of mathe-
matics and science. We would welcome the opportunity to expand these activities
to include other content areas referenced in the National Education Goals. Our fac-
ulty members in education and arts and sciences have much to offer to the school
reform movement and much to learn from this movement. Keeping higher education
institutions and State offices of higher education as active partners in Title II is es-
sential to promoting these relationships. The funding for Title II is also crucial; it
must be increased if new partnerships are to be developed beyond those in the areas
of mathematics and science.

Overall, the direction proposed for the reauthorization of the Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act is appropriate and in keeping with much of the philosophy
and many of the efforts here in Rhode Island. Continuing to build strong working
relationships between colleges and universities and schools is, in our opinion, the
direction in which we must continue to move. Providing Federal funding for design-
ing and implementing improved professional development experiences for our pro-
spective teachers and practicing teachers will strengthen and deepen these collabo-
rative efforts. Therefore, we strongly endorse the proposed provisions in Title II.

Thank you very much for giving me this opportunity to address you. I would be
pleased to answer any questions that you might have.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, indeed.
Incidentally, in the course of the hearing, all the statements will

be put in the record in full. So, if any of the witnesses care to ab-
breviate them, the full text will be included.

I have just one question. That is what particular lack or change
would you make in the legislation if you were focusing on a single
correction? What would you say, Mr. McWalters?

Mr. MCWALTERS. A correction?
Senator PELL. A change. That is a happier phrase.
Mr. MCWALTERS. I did not comemaybe it is because it has been

reinforcing itself between the six national goals, the Goals 2000
kind of steps we are trying to take.

I was looking at this with a fear that the reauthorization discus-
sion would not reinforce the other discussions. I was very pleased
that they do reinforce it.

I am more in tune with the argument that saysthere is only
about 5 orsomebodyI think you said-6-percent leverage here,
and yet, with that 6 percent or 5 percent, you are talking about the
kind of fundamental redirection that I was suggesting when I
spoke. We have never had the all-kids agenda. We have never met
the test in that sense.

I would not restate it. I would not correct it. I would like that
reinforced, the boldness of that statement, because I fear that we
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are stillthis issue that we are not doing it welland there is this
kind of, you know, flagellation about public education that I just
think is unwarranted in terms of what we have been doing, but if
we are going to do what we are now asked to do, the explicit rela-
tionship between the economy, the 13-to-1 versus the 3-to-1and

Senator PELL. Seventeen-to-one.
Mr. MCWALTERS. Seventeen-to-one. Now it is 3-to-1, and one of

them is a minority.
That is raising the most fundamental issues that this country is

going to ever face, and it is that part that I want brought out to
the table. Rico said it a little bit as if we used to be able towell,
educators.

As a commissioner, I would like to think I have alwayseither
me or my predecessors have always represented the all-kids agen-
da, but we raised it as kind of ait's a moral issue, and it still is
for me, but now I see this as a fundamental economic issue, and
that is a radical change in the relationship, and it is not a good
one.

I do not want to go on record as the person who said I want to
produce cogs for the great industrial machine, but the truth is that
is exactly what we did. Twenty percent of the students finish at
high performance, 80 percent sort themselves out, and that met the
needs of an industrial economy. So, I was in cahoots with the econ-
omy whether I ever wanted to say it or not.

Now that we are going to say all kids and somebody says why
all kids, I would like to say it is because I always believed that,
but the truth is it is because the environment, the economy, is now
telling me we need all kids. That is the best news I have ever
heard as an educator.

So, it is the all-kids part of this in explicit public policy that I
think is the center of what you are trying to pull off with 5-percent
leverage, more money.

Senator PELL. Commissioner Petrocelli?
Mr. PETROCELLI. There isI would dearly like to see more em-

phasis onyou know, there is a lot of talk about involving partner-
ships and the community and parents groups, but we still have a
very industry-directed legislation.

We speak about that, but meanwhile, in the communities, all
over this country, there are people working very hard to attain
those same set of goals.

I would love to find a way that those programs can be recognized
and supported. They go hand in hand.

We have literacy programs. Literacy programs for adults are ex-
tremely importantthat is the person you want to go home and
deal with the childand they really go around begging. They are
all charity cases. They are talking to the national goals of this
country. They exist, and we now create law that says wouldn't it
be nice to stimulate the existence of such things, and we have to
build a bureaucracy to make sure.

So, I would love to see some imaginative way that says, yes, you
can come into a State like Rhode Island or Washington or else-
where and recognize that there are people who have devoted en-
ergy and time, and they are successful. It cannot be measured very
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easily. It does not need a great bureaucracy to uncover them. You
probably sit on the boards, as honorary members, of all of them
and get some help into those groups that are working right at the
grassroots level on their own volition. We ignore them, and that is
one point.

When I mentioned earlierI certainly did not want to offend any
professional educators along the waythat it is the first time in
our history that we must and that we never haveI just want to
remind you, on a personal note, I should notbased on the 1930
model, 1932 model, I should not be sitting here giving testimony
to you.

I should be cleaning looms in Pawtucket at Lorraine Mills on
Middle Spring Avenue, because that is where my father was em-
ployed, and my father never went to school, and he was, by our
standards, illiterate, and that is all it took to clean looms, and soci-
ety would have demanded much better, that if I did not get edu-
cated, I could replace him.

Thank the good Lord that my father had the foresight to recog-
nize that I should have been educated and the family structure to
support that, because after the man died, he never even left me his
job. They no longer have looms to be cleaned at the Lorraine Mill.
I think it is an outlet for something.

The difference was that there was self-motivation within the
family and self-motivation within the students. There was some-
thing to be gained, and there was something to be lost, and too
many of our poor children right now have very little to lose, and
what is keeping them in there, to a great extent, are the local vol-
unteer groups that are dealing with them and their families to help
them, and I wishif I were to change one thing, I wish I could
have a subtitle that says let us recognize the strength of that and
just not give it an occasional nice word or a medal, let us give it
some support against a set of standards.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, and we are welcoming
some of these children who are coming in now to join the hearing.
Welcome.

I will now turn to my friend and colleague, Congressman Reed.
Mr. REED. Thank you, Senator.
Peter and Rico, it is nice to see that Rhode Island has such com-

petent and committed people who are articulately arguing for edu-
cational reform and, coincidentally, money.

Mr. MCWALTERS. Right.
Mr. REED. We are doing that in Washington, too.Peter
Mr. MCWALTERS. Yes.
Mr. REED. [continuing) you mentioned that one thing we need in

terms of professional development is a more collegial approach, and
it seems to meand this is impressionisticthat a lot of our teach-
ers feel isolated alone in a classroom, even within this building

Mr. MCWALTERS. Right.
Mr. REED. [continuing] that there is not the structure where they

can collaborate in a systematic way with their colleagues, with
their principal as an educational leader, and that seems to me
something that we want to change fundamentally.
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Now, I would hope that this legislation will do that, and I would
appreciate any insights you might have on how we do it better.

Mr. MCWALTERS. First, I want to reinforce your observation.
It is amazing to me that, in the traditions that we set up be-

tween managing schools and then the labor-management relation-
ships, it is easy for us to talk about the "union" issue, but whether
you are in a union system or not, there is a pervading structural
question that the industry has systematically set up over a long pe-
riod of time, and that is the phenomena where, if you go into most
schools in this country, you will still find it that, when the teacher
finally goes in the room, they close the door, and they put a piece
of paper over the little window.

That is not a union-dictated behavior. I do not know where it
came from, but we have got it, to the extent that one of the great-
est threatsand I do not mean physical threats, just one of the
greatest threats in the conversation is getting that door open in a
nonjudgment, nonsupervisory way and getting the conversation
going about good practice.

So, even though we are an industry peoplewe are a people in-
dustry, we are not bricksfor some reason, we are tremendously
isolated.

Now, that means, to me, when you talk about how we go there
I do fear, quite honestly, that the preoccupation with the broken
system and this tremendous impatience, both in the political sense
and in the economic sensewe have got to fix it quick; even though
it took us 150 years to create it, we have got to have it fixed next
weekthat, in that, this issue of collegial and/or development will
be a short-termkind of, okay, we gave you a couple of months to
talk about it, is it done yet?and it will turn into something that
I consider, under the accountability rubric, a heavyhanded profes-
sional intervention, and if you know Linda Darling Hammond and
that kind of person, the research suggests that a very, very bad
thing to do when you are trying to really retool a system.

The trick is how do you set up a system that actually encourages
and supports high risk if, on the other hand, you are talking about,
well, gee, you tried it, but it did not work, you are out.

I think that isI have tremendous fears that the neededand
I agree, we need systems that are donethat do not just change
the margins. We are talking systemic fundamental change.

That means high risk, that means involvement, that means risk,
that means professional access to each other like nothing we have
ever seen, and yet, at the same time, it is not something that can
be done without people sitting down and agreeing in a compact
orand I do not mean contract in the labor-management sense but
in the accountability sense, good faith, that says this is not in the
margin, folks; we are ready to be explicit, we are ready to report
out publicly, but we need access to ourselves.

Beyond that, Congressman, I think it is the same old issues. You
have got to believe that we have met the enemy and it is us, that
we are the most compassionate group.

We are the only industry left that even deals with children. The
family is breaking up. The church is in question. The social service
system is in disarray, some would say.

(wu
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Every day, in this country, we get up, we dress our children, we
ship them off to schools, and by far and away, we are still the most
stable and compassionate and competent group dealing with that.

We have got to find a way to respect that and get access at the
veryat the table where teachers exist, and I do not think most
of us yet know enough about that. We do not spend enough time
there.

Mr. REED. Just a quick followup. My senseand again, impres-
sionisticis that that ethic you have talked about, that wanting to
get together, exists in the teaching community.

Mr. MCWALTERS. Look at the PROBE survey in Providence. I
mean if there is any doubt about that, that put it to bed for me,
and that just reinforces anecdotal informatina we all have.

I think teachers are more at the edge of this discussion than
most of us are, but we have not found the institutional mechanisms
to bring it to the table in meaningful and substantive ways. I
agree.

Mr. REED. Thank you.
Rick, a question. Since you are representing, as you do so well.

higher education and you have a tremendous role in the education
of teachers and the continuing development, I am wondering
whether or not the higher education system is prepared toI hesi-
tate to use the termgive some sort of limited warranty to school
systems that the people that they send into the school systems and
their graduates are ready when they arrive but, more importantly,
will have access back to the higher education system to beto con-
tinue to do that.

I know there are financial questions here about who pays for it
and everything else, but one vision of a new system is a system in
which a teacher leaves, graduates from their preparatory univer-
sity or college, but never leaves that college and university behind,
because it is always there as a reference point and a source of guid-
ance, and I wonder if you could comment or elaborate.

Mr. PETROCELLI. I think we definitely have to move in that direc-
tion. Keep in mind that colleges and universities give a bunch of
professional degrees which have a great implied warranty to them.

When we produce a chemist, we turn that chemist loose on the
world with the warranty that they are not going to destroy it, hope-
fully, that they know what they are doing, a medical technician,
and in many of those areas, there is a tight bond that continues
in that professional area back to continuing education, so to speak.

I think that same implied warranty has to be assessed once we
put our hands in higher education and say this is a teacher for you.

1 have always been struck by the difference between the Japa-
nese system and our system which allows so much in-service train-
ing time for its elementary/secondary teachers, as opposed to the
very minimal amount of time that we allow, and I was always
somewhat dismayed, ever since I was a school committee person 20
years ago, that the encouragement for teachers to continue was not
always heavily focused on their disciplines. That is why I made the
reference to administration.

Rhode Island says you must have a Master's degree. Well, a
great number of those Master's degrees are in educational adminis-
tration, but whose fault is that? Is that the teachers' fault?
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I really blame higher education to a great extent. We are the
ones who offered those kind of classes.

Senator PELL. Could you hold the microphone a little closer?
Mr. PETROCELLI. Oh, yes.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
Mr. PETROCELLI. If I may just make comment, Representative,

based on the fact that it was apparent that both Peter and I were
asking for more money.

Mr. REED. I would be disappointed, Rick, if you did not.
Mr. PETROCELLI. Yes.
Mr. MCWALTERS. I was trying to be clear.
Mr. PETROCELLI. I just think that the terms we have to come to,

since this is one of the few areas that truly deals with the future

of the countrythat is, what character will the country have in the
character of its citizensthis is really not an expense, but it is an
investment, and if we can somehow think in those terms, then the
policymakers, I think, will have a clearer time.

We have shown studies in Rhode Island time and again on the
impact of the Pathways to Progress program by which poor single
parents are encouraged to go to college.

There is a d'fference, a swing of nearly $300,000 in the lives of
those children depending on whether or not they get educated or
do not get ecitAcated, $300,000 of contribution or $300,000 of aid.

So, somehow we must come to terms with the idea that this is
a sound investment which any capitalist businessman would make

if they understood the terms, and if there were a way we can fund

out of endowment concepts, so that the return that is sure to come
offsets the future expenditures, I think it would be well worth the
while, and it is not an investment that can be put off forever.

We are making a very large investment, but if we continue to
focus in those terms, get off the idea that this is just another ex-

pense, I think we will be well served, the policymakers will be well

served.
Mr. MCWALTERS. Congressman, I just wanted to point out some-

thing about the higher education connection and reinforce the criti-
cal nature of this, and I have heard these statements made and I
have come to believe them, but we haveagain, we created an in-
dustry where, the day you get certified and tenured, youit is a
where else in something of a professional nature is that also a li-

cense to stop? I mean how did we ever do that?
Again, that is nobody's fault, but we have set up a system where

there is a terminal point to the expectation of continuous learn-
ingwe have got to change thatand then, when you lobk at all
the money that is spent in the cycle of a rat race to "get the creden-
tial" and that is not fundamentally connected to schools? We are

not using master teachers as routinely in universities? We are not
demanding that the university experience be fundamentally con-
nected on a research discussion to schools.

So, there is an enormous structural change that, if we can get

at that one, it will affect this issue of collegiality and lifelong learn-

ing and bring the professional richness to the classroom that right
now is lost in the images that, even in our industry, somehow it
is better to be a high school teacher than a second-grade teacher.

o



That is wrong, and there is a powerful structural thing we need to
work out here.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Congresswoman Unsoeld.
Mrs. UNSOELD. Thank you, Senator Pell.
I want to take advantage of your expertise, but it means straying

somewhat from the topic, but maybe you have given me the invita-
tion by talking about the need for systemic fundamental change
and the all-kids agenda. So, let me try this.

Eighty two percent of those occupying beds in our prisons are
high school dropouts. Forty percent of the kids coming to school forthe first time are unprepared to learn.

What role is there at the Federal level and in our public school
systems for early childhood education? What do you recommend?

Mr. MCWALTERS. Well, I obviously recommend that we have uni-
versal access, particularly for those who need it the most, since the
researchwe feel embarrassed that the research is so clear. The
public policy decisions have actually already been made, as in astrategy, and yet, we do not invest in it. So, clearly, from three tofive is critical.

The whole issue now of prebirthI mean the whole issue of wellbabies and the wholeas a matter of fact, I have saidand I mean
this, but I do not mean it as a research statementthere is every
reason to believe now, looking at the demographics of performanceagainst social class and investment, that you could shut down
America's secondary schools and give a test in September of the
ninth grade and one in June of the 12th grade and you would getthe same line.

I am not suggesting we do not learn, but you would not change
the who gets what. That is quite contrary to the early grades.

You give me a world-class fourth-graderand I do not believe
this country cannot do that. We can produce a world-class fourth-
grader, and the restit does not solve itself, it never will, but it
will radically change the system of trying to compensate for a sys-tem that has failed versus providing real equal outcomes and ac-
cess to children as they hit the puberty years and that kind of
thing, radically different.

Something that frightens me, though, in this discussion is that
I have been sitting here talking about all kids, high standards, but
remember, some parts of this proposal acknowledge that we needto focus and concentrate the money where the children need it
most, and I agree with that, but as soon as you focus this kind of
resources, if the 5 percent is focused in the most urban or most
needy places, it further alienates the system that does not think itis broken and basically says this is an urban problem, and I have
some concerns that thatthat this kind of split in our culture
would be reinforced not by your intentions but by the limited re-
sources you bring and your attempt to go to where it is needed themost.

Mr. PETROCELLI. It is a poverty problem.
Each and every year I look at the SAT scores, and T do not have

great value placed on them as predictors of performance, but atleast they are a comparable measure of things, and I feel com-
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fortable that I could predict anybody's SAT scores in America if you
tell me the family income.

Year after year, it is a straightline relationship, so straight a line
that, if someone had turned that in as a scientific thesis, the major
professor may have thought they fixed the data points.

We have got to deal with that, and that data, interestingly
enough, transcends every other criteria. Whether it is urban or
non-urban or the west coast or the east coast, there is a
straightline relationship between the poverty level of the family
and the SAT scores.

So, in stressing all children, there is no question that that en-
compasses these poor children from poor families.

It is a very difficult place, America, to be a child, and that is the
root of our problem, and we may fix the buildings, but we have
gotthat is why my earlier plea that those youngsters who deal
those volunteer groups that dealwhat is essentially early edu-
cationbe encouraged, and further, to get back to my other earlier
plea, when it works, let us do it.

How can every economist tell us that Head Start has a return
on investment that is so gorgeous and we still only reach 25 per-
cent of the folks?

What is a country thinking of when it does that, when those
workers are essential to pay our future retirement benefits?

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, indeed, for being with us,
and we will alternate the presiding of the panels. It is now the turn
of Congressman Reed, my colleague on the same committee.

Mr. REED. Thank you very much.
Mr. PETROCELLI. Thank you.
Mr. MCWALTERS. Thank you.
Mr. REED. We would like to get started again, if you will, because

the Senator and Representative Unsoeld and I have to catch a
plane back to Washington this afternoon.

The second panel is composed of Dr. Ted Eddy and Dr. Ted Sizer.
Both of them are preeminent experts in the field of education re-
formDr. Eddy, the former President of the University of Rhode
Island, and Dr. Sizer of Brown University, the Coalition for Essen-
tial Schoolsand we are very glad that they are here today.

We are waiting to change the tape and let the children observe
the intricacies of cable television.

Once again, we would like to resume the hearing with the second
panel, composed of Dr. Edward Eddy, former President of the Uni-
versity of Rhode Island and now the chief architect of the PROBE
report for the Providence School Department, and Dr. Theodore
Sizer from the Coalition of Essential Schools, and Dr. Eddy, would
you please begin, and I can remind you that your statement will
be in the record. So, if you would like to summarize, that would
be entirely appropriate. Thank you, Dr. Eddy.

STATEMENTS OF EDWARD EDDY, CHAIRMAN, PROVIDENCE
BLUEPRINT FOR EDUCATION, PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND;
AND THEODORE SIZER, CHAIRMAN, COALITION OF ESSEN-
TIAL SCHOOLS, PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
Dr. EDDY. Thank you very much.

81-246 0 - 94 - 3
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Senator Pell, Representative Reed, and Representative Unsoeld,
the observations I am going to make are based on an exciting and,
hopefully, fully productive experience of the past two years on the
front lines of school reform.

In Providence, we have completed, under the close guidance of an
independent 32-member citizen commission an examination of an
urban school system which well may be the most thorough ever un-
dertaken.

The PROBE, Providence Blueprint for Education Commission,
made 39 recommendations for sweeping reform, from attitudes and
techniques in the classroom to selection of the school board, from
priorities for principals to grievances over broken sinks.

Our State newspaper, the Providence Journal, has been particu-
larly thorough and accurate in its coverage of the PROBE study
and of the efforts toward implementation. Thus far, the Journal
has published over 40 articles and nine editorials on Providence
school reform.

I mention this media coverage and the subsequent widespread
community concern because our assessment and move to reform
have gained ownership of a far wider segment of our community
than one usually expects or even hopes for.

PROBE has been endorsed by the Mayor, City Council, School
Board, Superintendent, Teachers Union and now its national exec-
utive, Albert Shankar, parents and community groups and the
business community.

All of this is just a prelude for our first word of advice to you.
On the basis of our experience, we urge you to use this piece of

Federal legislation to encourage strongly independent community-
based assessments of the schools and community-based reform.
Only when a community itself finds out what is wrong will it start
to do what is right. The best system of schooling is one which
comes out of the community in response to identified needs, not one
which is imposed by either State or Federal Government.

We have learned through PROBE that each school should have
its own personality, should be owned by the teachers and the par-
ents, should be responsive to the needs of its particular constitu-
ents, not those of an anonymous office in Washington or in the
State capitals.

Of course, there must be some measure of uniformity and trans-
ferability, but it is the life and spirit within the individual school
which gives it vitality, not the statistics on the desk of a govern-
ment officer.

Right now, the Providence schools are owned by more segments
of the community than probably at any other time in their recent
history. Providence has reclaimed its schools.

The Chamber of Commerce, for instance, took the unprecedented
step of pulling $200,000 from its carefully accumulated en,.. mment
fund to support for the first two years a fund-raiser/grant-writer for
the city's schools in the hope of tapping national funds for innova-
tive reform programs, and a dozen corporations, banks, and busi-
nesses thus far have come forward with grants for innovative
school reform.
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My second point is to urge you to keep the steady eye of the leg-
islation fixed on the crucial central interaction of the individual
teacher and the individual student.

Do not play the systems game with Federal legislation. Do not
attempt to institutionalize education either through the State gov-
ernment or the Federal Government. Keep it straight and simple.
Do only what will encourage better teachers and better students.

Four years from now, be ready to defend each segment of the leg-
islation on the sole measure of how it helped the kids in the class-
room, not how many scores went up or how many times a system
responded to Federal reports.

To that end, and thirdly, I urge you to provide funding for added
development assistance and training for teachers through the
schools. Only 24 percent of Providence teachers in our survey felt
that they had adequate input in fashioning professional develop-
ment opportunities. I speak especially of those traditional teachers
who may not be in touch with the traditional students. By tradi-
tional students, I mean those who come from parented homes
locked in American ways of living and coping. According to the
Mayor's office, in Providence alone, for example, almost one-third
of all current students were not residents of the United States
three years ago.

A traditional teacher needs all kinds of guidance if she or he is
to respond effectively to those non-traditional students and to their
parents or surrogate parents.

This could include more training and encouraging active learning
in the classroom, or it might mean acquiring a new language, such
as Spanish, for example.

Whatever it is that the teacher needs, it should be identified and
a program set up by the teachers themselves, preferably in their
individual schools.

We have had enough professional development designed and
mandated by absentee educators. School-based, teacher-designed
professional development is the route to follow.

To do this, as well as many other important tasks, will require
more teacher time for planning and interaction. We were shocked
to discover that the average Providence principal spends only 150
minutes a year working with his or her faculty in planning and in
swapping ideas. That is the equivalent of five minutes per week.

We have permitted a myth of supposedly desirable separation
and individual freedom to end up isolating teachers. Professionals
in all other occupations interact regularly. So should teachers, and
they must have the time to do so.

Finally, from our study of one city's schools compared with other
comparable districts, we urge you to fund systems of evaluation for
school personnel.

Over 60 percent of Providence teachers responded to our survey.
Eighty nine percent of the respondents stated that teacher incom-
petence is not addressed in the schools, and why? Because frankly,
no one in education, at all levels, has yet devised a good and effec-

tive fair way to evaluate teacher performance. This, to my mind,
is a serious national concern.
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You could contribute mightily to education at all levels by en-
couraging sound, realistic research and experimentation into fair
but thorough methods of evaluation of performance.

I am not going to take your time to restate my themes but only
to note that, right now, I think you have the rare opportunity to
do something truly significant in education, because there is so
much foment throughout the Nation with regard to school reform,
but you must route Federal programs through the schools and their
communities, encouragement by all means but not control.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Eddy follows:]

STATEMENT OF DR. EDWARD EDDY, CHAIRMAN, PROVIDENCE BLUEPRINT FOR
EDUCATION, PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND

The observations I am going to make are based on an exciting and, hopefully, pro-
ductive experience of the past two years on the front lines of school reform. In Provi-
dence, we have completed, under the close guidance of an independent, 33-member
citizen commission, an examination of an urban school system which may well hethe most thorough ever undertaken. The PROBE, (Providence Blueprint for Edu-
cation) Commission, made 39 recommendations for sweeping reformfrom attitudes
and techniques in the classroom to selection of the School Board, from priorities for
principals to grievances over a broken sink.

Our State newspaper, the Providence Journal, has been particularly thorough
and accuratein its coverage of the PROBE study and of the efforts toward imple-
mentation. Thus far, the Journal has published over 40 articles and nine editorials
on Providence school reform. As a result of the media coverage and the subsequent
widespread community concern, our assessment and move to reform have gained
ownership of a far wider segment of our community than one usually expectsor
even hopes for. PROBE has been endorsed by the Mayor, City Council, School
Board, Superintendent, Teachers Union (and now its national executive, Albert
Shenker), parents and community groups, Commissioner of Education, and the busi-ness community.

All of this is just a prelude for our first word of advice to you. On the basis of
our experience, we urge you to use this piece of Federal legislation to encourage
strongly community-based assessments of the schools and community-based reform.The best system of schooling is one which comes out of the community in response
to identified needs, not one which is imposed by either State or Federal Govern-
ment. We have learned through PROBE that each school should have its own per-
sonality, should be owned by the teachers and the parents, should be responsive to
the needs of its particular constituents, not those of an anonymous office in Wash-
ington or in the State capitals. Of course, there must be some measure of uniformity
and transferabilitybut it's the life and spirit within the individual school which
gives it vitality, not the statistics on the desk ofa government officer.

Right now, the Providence schools are "owned" by more segments of the commu-
nity than probably at any time in recent history The Chamber of Commerce, for
instance, took the unprecedented step of pulling $200,000 from its carefully accumu-
lated endowment fund to support a fund-raiser/grant-writer for the city's schools for
two years in the expectation of tapping the national pool for innovative, reform pro-
grams. And a dozen corporations, banks, and businesses have come forward with
funding for special projects and programs.

My second point is to urge you to keep the steady eye of the legislation fixed on
the central, crucial interaction of the individual teacher and the individual student.Don't play the systems game; don't attempt to institutionalize education. Keep itstraight and simple: Do only what will encourage better teachers and better stu-
dents. Four years from now, be ready to defend each segment of the legislation on
the sole measure of how it helped the kids.

To that end, and thirdly, I urge you to provide funding for added assistance and
training for teachers, especially of those "traditional" ones who may not be in touch
with the non-traditional students. By "traditional students," I mean those who come
from parented homes locked in American ways of living and coping. According to
the Mayor's office, in Providence alone, for example, almost one-third of all current
students were not residents of the United States three years ago. A "traditional"
teacher needs all kinds of guidance if she or he is to respond effectively to the non-
traditional students and to their parents or surrogate parents.

JJ
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This could include more training in encouraging active learning or it might mean
acquiring a new language. Whatever it is that the teacher needs, it should be identi-
fied and set up by the teachers themselves, preferably in their individual schools.
We have had enough professional development mandated and designed by absentee
educators. School-based, teacher-designed professional development is the route to
follow.

To do this, as well as many other important tasks, will require more teacher time
for planning and for interaction. We were shocked to discover that the average prin-
cipal in Providence spends only 150 minutes a year in planning and in swapping
ideas with his/her faculty. We have allowed a myth of separation and supposed free-
dom to isolate teachers. Professionals in all other occupations interact regularly; so
should teachers. And they must have the time to do so.

Finally, through our study of one city's schools compared with other comparable
districts, we urge you to fund systems of evaluation for school personnel. Over 67
percent of Providence teachers responded to our survey. Eighty nine percent of the
respondents stated that teacher incompetence is not addressed. Why? Because no
one in education--at any level, I would claimhas yet devised a good and effective
way to evaluate teacher performance. You could help education at all levels by en-
couraging sound, realistic research into fair but thorough methods of performance
evaluation.

I won't take the time to restate my themes but only to say that you have a rare
chance in a time of educational reform to do something truly significant if it is kept
at the school and community level.

Mr. REED. Thank you, Dr. Eddy.
Dr. Sizer?
Dr. SIZER. Thank you.
Let me express my appreciation to Senator Pell and Congress-

man Reed for the invitation to participate in this hearing and to
welcome Congresswoman Unsoeld to Rhode Island.

I am delighted you are here in the apple season. I suggest, as
a Congresswoman from the State of Washington, you sample the
superior fruit that comes from New England trees.

Let me focus quickly on professional development and to do so
in general rather than drawing from particular parts of the Act.

Let me begin with some very simple truisms.
We learn what we want and need to learn, and the more in-

tensely we require some particular knowledge or skill, the more as-
siduously do we seek it.

We learn what we use,
Good teachers are proud people. A profession which trusts its

practitioners attracts and holds proud people.
No two good schools are ever quite alike.
No good scli,)ol is precisely the same from one year to the next.
Truisms, common sense. What do these say about professional

development?
They say to let the precise people who require the new knowl-

edge and skills to decide what those might be and how they wish
to gain them.

It is to expect to see how these new knowledges and skills, to
some sensible degree, ultimately play out for the benefit of the
school, most particularly its students.

It implies that government ke,sn a very light hand on control of
what one might call the input; liat is, do not ensnare applicants
for moneys in a welter of stipulations and regulations.

It means being deliberately flexible, encouraging different sorts
of professional development from even apparently similar schools.
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Again, my text is fuller, and let me just, in precis form, reflect
on what these truisms and their implications might mean for pub-
lic policy.

It means that money is given to the people who have immediate
and compelling reasons to need it, the same message that you re-
ceived powerfully from President Eddy.

It means that professional development be directly connected
with school reform, that professional development is not only for
the individual. It is for the individual as part of the collectivity
which is a school faculty.

It means that professional development is organized around what
we know about learning, about incentives, about learning what one
needs to know, whether the learner is a child or an adult.

It trusts the people for whom the professional development is
targeted to decide what that opportunity will be. It trusts them,
the most powerful and least-used word in American education.

It sensibly changes the roles of the governmental units above the
individual schoolsthat is, the districts, the States, the colleges
and universities, the Federal Governmentfrom directorsthou
shall do thisto nurturers: Here are powerful ideas, let us link
arms and see whether those ideas can play out on behalf of young-
sters.

Finally, it asks that the investment in professional development
lead somewhere professionally in the observable practice of the
schools and in the education of the students.

This evaluation is not so much in whether the participants in it
liked the professional development programs, which is a common
barometer now, but whether, in fact, the schools are different be-
cause of them.

It is on this point that I have particular concern in the shape of
the current legislation before us and the overarching umbrella leg-
islation introduced by the Clinton administration, is that we are all
for standards, we are all for shifting the attention of policy folk, of
parents, of teachers, of school boards to output.

The danger in the current moment is that the definition of that
output, the youngsters' display of their mastery of these standards,
can be easily and grotesquely distorted and trivialized.

The reduction of what is in my child's heart and head to a 30-
minute test with a numerical score is trivialization. Further, it is
distortion, is that much of the testing in this country that goes on
now does not tell us accurately what we need to know and, as the
record clearly shows, often hurts kids.

Further, there is no evidence that closely-alignedand this is a
word from the Actsystems of accountability, of goals and stand-
ards and tests and regulations, work. If they did work, the State
of New York's schools would produce kids dramatically more com-
petent than those in the other 49 States. As you know, through the
regents, there has been, in fact, a closely-aligned rational, in a sort
of philosophical sense, but clearly ineffective system.

Furthermore, as we have seen in the quite unseemly howling and
screaming among the Washington association establishment, every
special interest group wants to get its thing into the national goals
before they are locked into law, and what we are seeing is a
politicization of the standard-setting which has a lot to do with peo-
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pie's sense of their professional dignity and not an awful lot to do
with kids, and so, I urge you, as Peter said, as Ted Eddy said, put
a very, very light hand on the definition of standards, both at the
State and the Federal level, or we will end up with trivial stand-
ards.

If we believe in rigorous standards, they have to come, as Ted
Eddy said, from the people who have a stake in them, and that is
mom and dad and the teachers and the folks in an individual
school, and so, I think we shouldas we move toward higher
standards and a different way of looking at these matters, we have
to attend very carefully to the flashing yellow light which says the
very rational system of top-down control, even when shrouded with
rhetoric about school-site authority, has not worked, and the evi-
dence from all sorts of quarters, including, for instance, the recent
Rand study on Chapter 1 fundingit has not worked.

Further, all of us responsible for children have to remember that
public education is the one institution in this society which the citi-
zen is compelled to do, with the exception, of course, of the military
draft in times of war, but if government is to compel young chil-
dren to go to school, then government must be very, very sensitive
to the rights of parents, to the rights of communities.

Government should be, above alland the Federal Governmem,
in particulara powerful persuader but not a mandator.

The Act, as it is unfolding, as Peter McWalters pointed out, rep-
resents the possibility for a major breakthrough of a different way
of looking at a fine old institution which has outlived its time, but
as we move ahead in shaping this Act, I beg you to attend to his-
tory of centrally-controlled standards, whether in this country or in
others, attend carefully to it, and to attend very carefully to the
voices of those represented here but all across the country who
know that the movement for really engaged and rigorous learning
has to start and has to end at the most local level, the individual
school.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Sizer follows:]

A
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Professional Development and the Federal Role

by Ted Sizer

Let me express my appreciation to Senator Pell and Congressman Reed
for the invitation to particpate In this hearing. Let me also welcome
Congresswoman Unsoeld from the other coast, to Rhode Island.

We meet today to discuss the professional development of educators,
and the role in this matter which the federal government might best play.

Let me begin with some simple truisms.

We learn what we want and need to learn, and the more intensely we
require some particular knowledge or skill the more assiduously do we seekit.

We learn what we use.

Good teachers are proud people. A profession which trusts its
practitioners attracts and holds proud people.

No two good schools are ever quite alike.

No good school is precisely the same from one year to the next.

What do these homilies imply for the professional development of
teachers and other school professior.als?

Let the precise people who require the "new knowledge and skills"
decide what those might be and how they wish to gain them, That is, give the
lion's share of the professional development money to the incicvidual
schools and let them decide how to deploy It. At all costs avoid tokenism and
de facto patronage ("We had some teachers on this district professional
development committee and they spoke for all teachers"... "The district level
union professional development committee decides what the teachers
want"... "The legislature will mandate what the teachers know and lock their
promotions and salary inceements to their 'getting' this at the local
universities*

Expect to see how those "new knowledges and skills", to some sensible
degree, ultimately play out for the benefit of the school, most particularly its
students. That isagain, to some sensible degree -- expect to see that "new
knowledge and skills" in use, not primarily for purposes of evaluation but as
a signal that the Investment In "new knowledge" is being exerdsed, shaped,
adapted, enrichedfundamentally used in the repertoire of the
professional.

seep a very light hand on control the "input*. That is, don't
ensnare applicants for moneys in a welter of stipulations and regulations
which the "donor" Insists must guide the applicants. Give them room.
Assuan that they know better than you do what is best for their students and
thus for themselves. Trust them. And then watch their schools and their
students sensitively but carefully thereafter.
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Be deliberately flexible, expectingindeed encouragingdifferent aorta
of professional development plans from apparently "similar" schools. Give
incentives for a school's faculty members to sit together, to decide on their
genius, their needs, their hopes, their plans, and to come up with a pl in to
meet them. And never assume that any school stands still, that its "r eds"
are forever fixed or its direction immovable.

Grant some money directly to individual professionals, these sums
large enough to allow individuals to undertake pieces of serious work or
study. (That is, allow for the fact that even small professional groupsa
school's facultycan easily suffer from tyrannies of the majority'). And assign
some moneys to the districts and states to use to prepare themselves to
respond to what the individual schools may request, and, too, to frame
arguments and evidence and examples about "better" practice and more
sensible, rigorous work.

What might this mean?

It gives the money to people who have immediate and compelling
reasons to need it, to use It well and to attend to its fruits.

It asks that the investment lead somewhere professionallyin the
observable practice at the schools and the education of the students. The
"evaluation" then is not so much in whether the participants "liked" the
professional development programs delivered to them (a common barometer
now) but In whether their schools are different and better for them.

This "output" aspect can be easily and grotesquely trivialized ('Test
scores must rise at least 1% each quarter...") or left hopelessly in the grip of
public relations snake oil ("See how happy the children are...."). However, the
matter of assessing the effect of this professional development is no more or
leas difficult than assessing the "goodness" of schools in general: it has to be
handled in a manner as sensitive as it is rigorous, and as attentive to time
and context as It is to some basic standards.

It connects professional development directly with school reform: The
faculty decides what it needs to know to get ahead with its own renewal or
redesign. The redesign has to reflect the practical implications of the "use" of
the "new knowledge and skills".

It organizes professional development around what we know about
learningteaming whether by chidren or adults.

It trusts the people for whom the professional development is targeted
to decide what that opportunity will be. As we learn by examining the way we
administer schools, we Americana believe that teachers are poor judges of
what they need to know. Howeversad to say---everyone else is probably
even a worse judge. How Can I, sit ing in the district office, or the state capital
or in Washington, possibly know as well what a school and its professionals
need better than they do? To believe that I do is an act of breathtaking
arrogance. The widely-held low opinion of professional development of
teachers and principals nationally at the least suggests that those of us who
presume to know better and who have kept control of these matters for so
many descdes show some much needed humility in face of that sobering
evidence.

It sensibly changes the roles of the governmental units above the
indnridusi schoolsthe districts, the states, the colleges and universities, the
federal government, from directors to nurturers. It puts them in the role of
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supporters, of teachers -on- demand, of goaders with new ideas, of leaders
toward worthwhile practicebut always as persuaders and not commanders.
Their role here is more of Martin Luther King Jr than of Napoleon. To lead by
persuasion is subtler, more time cc. .iuming, more intenseand, given the
nature of schooling and learning where the key matters are almost all in the
hands of the adult dosest to the childfar more effective. That is, delegation
of authority for the shape and control of educational professional
development N not only respectful: It is also coldly efficient.

Schools will not Improve unless those who do the daily work in those
places want change to happen and are willing to shoulder the risks and
heartaches and Joys of pressing that change. If we want better schools in this
country we have to support the only people who ultimately can make it
happen: the professionals on the line.

This will take some doing: Americans have a long habit of demeaning
those who work with children, whether they be teachers or principals or
mothers. The hierarchythe district and state offices for professional
development, the university people like myselfhas its dignities to defend,
and lock on the money. The kind of shift I am suggesting here may square
with common sense and the record we have compiled in our work with
schools quietly signals the need for profound reform, but the changes
suggested he will still be vigorously attacked.

More is the pity.



Mr. REED. Thank you very much, Dr. Sizer and Dr. Eddy.
I would like to begin with a question. We are in the process of

a reform movement with Federal legislation, locally with the
PROBE report, locally with efforts throughout .very community in
this State, one way or another.

I think it would be helpful to sort of envision what the ideal solu-
tion might be, even understanding it is a long road to that solution,
and I am sensing from both your commentsand I would like you
both to respondthat, in the best system, you would have a prin-
cipal in a school who is an education curriculum leader, who is ac-
tively engaged with his or her faculty, and helping the faculty de-
veloping themselves as much as they are developing children. This
is contrary to the model that we see today, and I wonder if you
could just elaborate on whether that is an accurate sort of vision
of where we might be going and any other advice as to how to get
there.

Dr. EDDY. Well, I think one of the most unfortunate aspects that
we uncovered in the operation of the schools in the PROBE study
was to discover that the principals all wanted to be what you are
talking about, the leaders, and all hoped to be, but they were en-
gaged in activities such as supervising the lunchroom, which be-
came a far higher priority because of the circumstances in which
they were placed.

As a matter of fact, I talked to one principal just a few minutes
ago who left because she had lunch duty at her school and could
not stay, and this became much more important to most of them
or talking withthan talking with parents, than talkingevaluat-
ing teachers goes way down the line in terms of the time they can
give and the activity and so forth.

The Superintendent in Providence has mandated that principals
spend this coming yearthat principals visit the classrooms and
talk with the teachers about their evaluation at least twice during
the year.

I do not know how they are going to do it, frankly, if they con-
tinue in their round of disciplinary activities and of supervising the
lunchroom and making sure everybody gets on the bus.

We call them, in Providence, building administrators, and I think
that is what they are, building administrators. We do not have edu-
cators in the school system. Many of them are capable of being edu-
cators, but we do not really have educators. We have building ad-
ministrators.

Mr. REED. Dr. Sizer?
Dr. SIZER. I will say it for President Eddy. He did not have to

supervise the cafeterias at URI on a daily basis.
Dr. EDDY. Not daily.
Dr. SIZER. Only when there were food fights.
I think there are two States that should be looked at carefully.
One is the State of Rhode Island, where the Board of Regents for

Elementary and Secondary Education, led by Pete Mc Walters, have
evolved a wonderful reciprocal conversation between individual
schools and school districts in parts of the State and the State au-
thorities working collectively in developing loose but important
frameworks of standards and beginning to get some focus with the
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initiative fundamentally at the local level and the evolution of how
those standards might be addressed coming from the local level.

One of the great values of a small State is that we can have a
conversation from east to west and north to sos,..,th, and I think the
importance of the small governmental unit and how it can be re-
sourcefully donethat is, the claims of the State and the claims of
the parents the locality can work out, and I think the Nation
should be looking very carefully at what is evolving here.

The other State which is moving in a different direction is New
York, a much larger State, where the regents there and Commis-
sioner Sobel, in association with a wide variety of schools, is mov-
ing toward an accountability system which works not on centrally
administered tests or elaborate lists of things to coverindeed the
New York system was rejected, and the new direction broughtthe
fact that it is happening in New York makes it particularly inter-
esting.

It is a combination of the display by individual schools of stu-
dents' work, not the tokens of the work in the form of tests but the
real work, the real writing, the real science, defended orally and
using videotape, and the examination by outsiders of this real stu-
dent work, combined with an American variant on the British sys-
tem of inspection.

One of Her Majesty's Inspectors of Schools, David Green, is on
the staff now in Albany and is looking for a way, in that State,
with Commissioner Sobel, to accelerate and to enrich local control,
at the same time to have a system where truly incompetent work
is quickly identified and dealt with.

Mr. REED. Thank you very much.
Senator Pell?
Senator PELL. Thank you.
As you may be aware, I have long advocated there be more hours

that our students go to school, and we have, as you know, the sta-
tistics. The days are now, in our country, 180 days a year school.
The rest of the year is vacation. In the Soviet Union, it is 210; Swe-
den, 200; Canada, 200; South Korea, 220; Japan, 243, et cetera.

Also in our country, we have 16,000 school districts, of which half
have less than 1,000 students. Isn't this almost a question of too
much local authority? Shouldn't the standards really be set on a
more central system?

With every other educational system, it has far less local control
than we do. I realize this is not a popular thing to advance, but
from the viewpoint of the education of our children, I wonder if we
would not achieve a better result with more hours and more days
in school and with more centralized standards.

Dr. SIZER. Well, the number of days required for attendance in
public schools are set by State authorities, not by local authorities.
I agree that we in this

Senator PELL. Excuse me for interrupting, but the curriculum is
set by the local school communities.

Dr. SIZER. In some States, and in an increasing number of
States, it is set directly or indirectly, in the most powerful ways,
through State textbook adoptions, for instance, in Texas and Cali-
fornia. The locals have far less authority or they seizethey do not
seize authoritythan might first be apparent.
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I think we need toI think, on the question of time, there are
two issues: one, how much of the existing time do we use well, and
I think the answer is not muchit is harsh to say so, but I think
the research would bear that outand secondly, we need to be far
more serious about how much our kids tend to schoolwork during
the course of a year.

The United States is the only country that has a significant num-
ber of its high school kids in the labor force during the school year.

Sixty percent of high school kids are working regularly for pay
for strangers during the school year, and when I go abroad and
mention this to kids in foreign schools, they cannothow could you
possibly work at McDonald's and do your homework?

The same applies to the political pressure for teenage employ-
ment during vacation times, is that there is, as other States have
found, a great deal of pressure to hold that 180 days, because who
is going to be the lifeguard? Who is going to man the beaches at
Cape Cod, just to pick on Massachusetts and not Rhode Island
beaches.

So, I think, Senator, it is a collection of things that all go back
to the fact that we really do not respect schooling. We do not re-
spect hard intellectual work for our kids, and we are quite pre-
pared to say we do until we have to hire somebody or until it is
too much to keep pushing the kid.

So, I think it goes right to the fabric of our values, and the bully
pulpit in the Congress and in the State legislatures is very impor-
tant to change these values, and the extent to which hearings like
this raise the stakes for all of us, folks on the street, is going to
be, in many respects, probably the most important contribution of
this Act.

Senator PELL. Just to comment there for a moment, I am struck
by the fact that, when you talk to a high school classand I do it
quite oftenI always end up asking the kids how many of you feel
that you have been working to capacity, how many feel you could
work more if properly challenged.

Almost every hand goes up to say they have not been working
to capacity, they could do more if they were challenged. It is an ex-
periment that any of us who are interested in teaching should try,
and the result will come out that way.

Dr. EDDY. We modeled after your experience, Senator Pell. We
inserted that question in our survey of students in Providence, and
it bore out what you have testified.

They want more homework, but they also want more than just
hours of homework. They want more challenging work. They want
more active learning.

They wantthey do not want to be lectured ad nauseam. They
do not want to be talked to all the time. They want to be a part
of the learning process.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Mr. REED. Mrs. Unsoeld, questions?
Mrs. UNSOELD. No. I appreciated the panel, but I will pass.
Mr. REED. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Dr. Sizer and Dr. Eddy, for joining us today, and our

next panel will convene in a few moments. Thank you.
[Recess.]
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Senator PELL. This joint hearing will come to order, and our first
witness in this panel will be Brother Daniel Casey, who represents
the Schools of the Catholic Diocese for this area.

Brother Casey.
STATEMENTS OF DANIEL F. CASEY, SUPERINTENDENT OF

SCHOOLS FOR THE CATHOLIC DIOCESE OF RHODE ISLAND,
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND; COLLEEN BIELECKI, SIXTH
GRADE TEACHER AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT CON-
SULTANT, NORTHERN LINCOLN ELEMENTARY, LINCOLN,
RHODE ISLAND; SHIRLEY CHERRY, LIBRARIAN, PORTS-
MOUTH HIGH SCHOOL, PORTSMOUTH, RHODE ISLAND;
DORLA LONG, FOURTH GRADE TEACHER, MATUNUCK ELE-
MENTARY SCHOOL, SOUTH KINGSTOWN, RHODE ISLAND;
AND ANDREA MATTIA, FIFTH GRADE TEACHER, HEAD
TEACHER, EDMUND W. FLYNN SCHOOL, PROVIDENCE,
RHODE ISLAND
Mr. CASEY. Thank you, Senator Pell and Representative Reed,

Representative Unsoeld.
I am very happy :or the invitation to speak, not only on behalf

of Rhode Island Catholic Schools but for the private independent
schools. I think my testimony says that Rhode Island CAPE is an
active chapter in the national group.

We have nearly 100 private schools in Rhode Island, despite the
size of the State, two-thirds Catholic and about one-third private
independent.

If you had a more leisurely schedule, Community Preparatory
School is right nearby, a private independent school serving about
60 to 80 talented inner-city students, and Bishop McVinny School
is also nearby, K to 8, serving about 450 neighborhood children.

I also think it important maybe in the context not only of the
State but nationally that I speak to one thing about Catholic
schools, that our enrollments are increasing. Last year and the
year before, 36 of the 50 States reported enrollment increases in
Catholic schools, particularly at the elementary level.

Rhode Island is the same. We had 400 more Catholic elementary
school students last September than we did the year before, and
hopefully, we will report another enrollment increase when our sta-
tistics are in for this year.

Much of that increase is in the urban inner-city areas, and the
faces of Catholic school children are dramatically Chang, ,g to rep-
resent the minority populations of our cities.

For example, here in Rhode Island, I believe the statisticians are
projecting 100,000 Hispanic residents by the year 2000 or some-
thing to that effect, and that is clearly mirrored in all schools and
especially in Catholic schools.

Senator PELL. That is in Providence alone, not counting Central
Falls, Pawtucket-

Mr. CASEY. No, I am talking about Providence, Pawtucket,
Central Falls, sections of Cranston, even Woonsocket, West War-
wick, Newport.

Senator PELL. Thank you.
Mr. CASEY. So, whenever we talk about the reauthorization of

the Elementary and Secondary School Education Act and disadvan-
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taged children, I guess the comment is just to destroy the myth
that Catholic schools are for the affluent and to clearly State that
poor people can pay for their children's education if they choose to
do so, and that is happening all over the country and here in Rhode
Island.

Another thing I would like to mention on Chapter 1I was prin-
cipal of a Catholic inner-city high school in Brooklyn for 10 years,
and we had the largest Chapter 1 program of any non-public school
in the city. Half of our entering class of 300 freshmen were eligible
for Chapter 1 services.

We had eight Board of Education teachers fully employed in the
school, and 9 percent of those youngsters went on to postsecondary
schools, and I found the Chapter 1 program remarkably effective
in that one concrete instance on the border of Bedford-Stuyvesant
and Brooklyn.

Now, since Felton, obviously in any religiously-sponsored school
in the United States, the Chapter 1 program is being implemented
primarily through offsitevery, very fewand computer-assisted
instruction. We have some good computer programs here in Provi-
dence and Pawtucket. It is not the best, but it is all that is doable
Given the Felton decision.

Another concern I haveand it is tied in with the reauthoriza-
tion, and it is local to Rhode Island and possibly a few other
Statesthat the rigorous application of the Felton decision to other
federally-funded programsChapter 2, drug-free schoolsand that
has happened in our State, and we have negotiated, cooperated
Chapter 2 programs and other Federal programs using the think-
ing of the Felton decision, in other words that Federal moneys can-
not be spent on any person that has direct contact with children,
that all of the Federal moneys have to be spent in other ways
materials, teacher in-service, but no direct contact.

So, my fear is that, in any reauthorization, that the impact of
any Federal education funding on Catholic schools and other reli-
giously-sponsored schools would be further inhibited if the lan-
guage of the Act does not stress equity and comparable services to
both public school students and private school students.

The National Science Foundationand this is not an example of
Federal funding, but it is an example of what can happen. There
was an $8 million to $10 million grant given to Rhode Island and,
I think, four other States primarily for teacher in-service.

Now, all private schools in Rhode Island were excluded from that
program. We are now trying to get our own grant, you know, inde-
pendent of that, but I guess the main point of my testimonyand
I am not going to read itis that, in any reauthorization, the eq-
uity be primarily considered, private schools and public schools,
and that it not be so complex that it is very, very difficult to fit
the Catholic school youngsters into the program.

As far as school improvement in Chapter 2, we find the program,
since we have always been into school-based management in
Catholic schoolsthe Chapter 2 program is remarkably effective
for Catholic schools because of its flexibility.

I have a staff of four for about 17,000 students. We rarely, if
ever, get involved in the Chapter 2. It is the local principal and the
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teachers and sometimes the parents who determine how they are
going to use the Chapter 2 funds.

Now, I would not like to see that change by some complicated
process and the flexibility is decreased in the reauthorization.

I think I have about used up my five minutes. So, I guess if I
said anything, it would be to keep the principle of equity in mind
for Catholic schools and other private schools in Rhode Island and
throughout the country.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Casey follows:),
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Cood earning. senator Pell. Congressmen sand and member. of the new.
Education and Labor Conedttee and the gamete Subcoemittee on Education, Arta,
and the Hummnitiee on the reauthorization of the Slementary and Secondary
Education Act. Thank you for the opportunity to testify wo the

reeuthorisation of the landmark Elementary and Secondary Education Apt. I am

Brother Denial E. Casey, Superintendent of Schools for the Diocese of

providence. I on *pealing for Bishop Louie B. delituom, for the fen then
1400 educators who operate 64 Catholic schools in Blade Island, and for the
sore than 17000 students end their falsities who support there schools with

their finaneial seerifises, their Use and their later.

Fur the past forty-one years I have been a De La Sells Christian Brother, a
ROOMO Catholic religious order of lay men who conduct schools at all levels in
eighty-one countries throughout the world. I did sly undergraduate work at the

Catholic university of ismorica in Washington end graduate work at 0.orgetown
and Boston College. I have taught at both Use elementary mad secondary levels

and he's been principal of four Catholic high schools (Horton. Brooklyn,
Pawtucket, 22 mod Addis Ababa, Ethiopia). For the past 'even .yeers I have

beau for Cathuiiu icheel Supecintendent for abode Island.

I see also ember of the board of the A.I. Council for American Private
education (Cars). E.I. cum is a coalition Of the private icbeela in the

state. While I as not formally representing CAPE, the issues I as raising are

concerns of the CAPE leadership.

I will begirt my presentation with sat of principles and a smeary of

concerns. I belies, these principles should guide the inclusion of privets

schools in aik federal education programs.

1. riatILPLIMUilla

We support the National Education goals and the idea to provide systemic
reform of all schools so that all students receive quality *orrice. so as

to be better prepared to seat standards and to respond to the

challenge of the technological ,.orld of the 21st century. We recommend

that the aneinistration's recommendations include specific statutory
language to include private schools in all deliberation', leading to such
reform whether these take place on the Federal, state or local bevel.
We also recommend that proposed legislation relating to reform. 121A and
GUI reauthorisatiom contain specific language to the effect that where
services Sr. provided to eligible public school students and staff theme
services arc provided in an equitable and comparable way to their private

school counterparts. Finally, where the concept of flexibility is
advanced we recommend that specific language be provided in the statute
to protect the equitable delivery of services to private school students

and staff.

2. goifiga_laggigt

The integration of Federal prof" is only acoaptable with provisions to
mafaguard the equitable delivery of serviced responsive to the epesifio
needs of private school students, even where they differ from Owes of
their public schools counterparts. There can be serious difficulty in

allowing Yore fineaalel flemibility to the stetou. Shia in earn:dully

critical in states with 'no Amendments" or statutory requirements

herring aid to private schools or calling Pederel funds state funds once

gives to the state. Suet, flexibility is not accepteble and e provision

of a "met aside" so funds for privets schools students would remain
federal funds is absolutely necessary.

We would favor relaxation In the oupplementinot supplant provisions. We

favor the provision of Federal technical assistance to public and privet.
schoole agencies. We support greater emphasis on perfonmume over
eemplioncs, provided privets schools are involved in the development and

implementation of such performance essessownts.
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3. caustici.

We do not rapport changing chapter I from aid to individual smoients to
ons assisting general etool reform without specific language protecting
the equitable and comparable delivery of services to our students.

We would support professional development activities for all teachers in
order to enhance instructional practice and student learning. We believe
ettoOmat assessment should include a wide variety of approaches including
such acceptable procedures/ as portfolios, teacher aesesioaets and totting
program of a variety of approaches. Chapter I can better address the
needs of all eligible students sod especially secondary students by the
full Hooding of Chapter I, and in particular the funding of the

beconder7 Schools Progreso (Part C-tee. 1101 of Chapter I) of the 198$
reeuthorisation of EMU, is needed if this goal is to be accomplished.

4. asotery-agbeglInerromost bowels

Chapter II is progress generally viewed by both the public sod private
school communities as an effective and useful vehicle for school proves'
improvement. We have consistent1Y opposed proposals that eight impact
negatively on the progrma. We cannot support efforts to sashimi chapter
II with general reform efforts without specific provisions to protect the
equitable and comparable participation of private schools, their students
and staff.

One of the greatest benefits of the correct Chapter II is its flexibility
Due to restrictions in abode Island on the use of Chapter II funds in the
wake of the gapreran Court Welton decision. and and nor. Catholic schools
in Rhode Island have targeted teacher inaervice progress as the road to
school improvement. In recent years Chapter II funds have helm used in
Catholic schools in abode Island for insprvice prograne in the areas of
whole language, the new national mathematics standards, middle school
curricula, and cooperative learning. A number of Catholic schools use
their Chapter XI funds to participate in teacher in:erste. progress'
sponsored by the various public collaboretinft. Liven Ole meager
financial resources of Catholic schools, Chapter II provides these
schools with invablAblie teacher laserviee opportunities; sucAl
opportunities would be impossible to offer without Chapter II fondles.

5) iltnAlbUinglEgrJeleball

Efforts under the Drug-free Schools program should focus on drug related
issues (e.g., prevention, training, rehabilitation, etc.) rather them on
broader health and safety isms.. The otatuo °brae be @hanged to alloo
the IlL to apply if as LEA. doee cot (see sec. 1512(a)(2)); and Lag's
should be required to make ell drug-free progrma curricular materials
available to private sehealls.

6. Ilassaglaktontilm

The specific need: of private school students, even store they differ
from thee, of their public school counterparts, need to be provided for.

7.

We rerun...ad that the administration initiate el on-going, broad-based
e nd cosp:ebezeive dialogue about the overall needs of our nation's
childten. £11 systemic reform proposals will impact directly or
indirectly on privets schools and their students. 'therefore it is
critical that the professional experience and expertise of the entire
e ducational community, public and private, join in all levela,of any
001r-oration intended to horrors educational instruction and student.
learning for ell of our nation' young people.

a. mu
We support the approach that all true educational research should look
at all aspects of the teaching, learning situation in order to provide
practical suggestions to /severe instruction and learning. We support
gathering and using all such information in the total educational
community --both public and private.

fi



I hare included a letter fray Sister Lourdes Sheehan, RS1, Secretary for
Sducation for the United States Catholic Conference which states her position
on Cbapter II in the roiratborization of the filamentary and Secondary Sduoation

Act.

I thank you for this opportunity to provide input into the reauthorization of
the elesontary and secondary saucation Act.

Sincerely,

4t446,- sea.eat r)-.4te,

brother Denial F. Casey. F.C.C.
Supwrintandent of School.
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Department of Education
°fax of Um Secretary
3211 46 9114.4 71.11 Iftshielos. DC 70017.594

September 30, 1993

Brother Daniel F. FSC
Superintendent of Schools
Diocese of Providence
One Cathedral Square
Providence, RI 02903-3601

Dear Brother Daniel:

cleaseauo m903414322 MEC 74410424
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r(=-1, rFcTI 17 IF

Ulu sEP 3 0 1993

I appreciate your testifying before Senator Pell's field hearing in Rhode Ishual on Monday,
October 4, 1993.

In response to your request for the position of the United States Catholic Conference on
Chapter II in the. reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, I am
forwarding the following statement which I request that you submit as teadmony for the
committee's record.

'Chapter II of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, as amended, benefits all
children attending public and private, nonprofit schools. This provision supports and enhances
educational programs through a variety of activities. Private school students and teachers
receive benefits through the Local Education Agency (LEA) after required consultation to
determine the needs of the private school participants.

'One of the greatest benefits of the current Chapter II is its flexibility. LEA's and private
school representatives determine local needs and select from among a wide range of programs.

'Chapter II and its predecessor programs, Title II, are the only federal assistance programs
which consistently provided equitable benefits to nonpublic school students and teachers
throughout the 28 year history of ESEA.

'Therefore, the United States Catholic Conference joins with many colleagues in the public and
private school communities to support the provisions of Chapter II which allow the necessary
flexibility to address the local needs of all students and faculties. We believe in the need for
staff development but would not like to see Chapter II funds limited to thisone need.'

Thank you for your leadership.

Sioceruly,

war
Lourdes Sheehan, RSM
Secretary for Education
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Senator PELL. Thank you very much, indeed.
Now we turn to Colleen Bielecki, who is the sixth-grade teacher,

Professional Development Consultant of the Northern Lincoln Ele-
mentary School in Lincoln.

Ms. BIELECKL Thank you, Senator Pell.
Senator Pell, Congressman Reed, and Congresswoman Unsoeld,

I really do appreciate the opportunity to speak to you as a sixth-
grade teacher in the Town of Lincoln and as the Director of Profes-
sional Issues for the Rhode Island Fee.tration of Teachers.

The reauthorization of the Element. IT and Secondary Act is very
important to us, and I agree with Senator Pell's earlier comments
that the focus of the current administration on the development of
higher standards and the national goals is creating a very impor-
tant time for us to look at the reauthorization of Chapter 1, so that
we can enable poor children, as well as all children, to achieve
those high standards.

As we advocate for changes in Chapter 1, I think it is very im-
portant for us to recognize that children who have long been en-
gaged in Chapter 1 programs have made great gains. However,
many of those gains have been in basic skills.

While we look to increased standards and expectations for all
students, it is very, very important that we also raise those expec-
tations for poor children and that we give them the supports that
they need in order to meet those expectations.

I have been a teacher for 20 years in both regular and special
education settings, and I have long been troubled by remedial pull-
out programs, and unfortunately, much of the Chapter 1 service
that is provided to students is of that nature.

In my work with Rhode Island school districts for the Rhode Is-
land Federation of Teachers and for the last two years with the
Rhode Island Skills Commission, I have also seen the need for sys-
temic education reform, rather than hit-or-miss, one-shot efforts
usually aimed at trying to take care of the things that other people
tell us, as Peter McWalters told us earlier, are wrong with edu-
cation, when we know best, I think, at the school site the kinds of
supports that we need to help our children achieve high standards.

When we take a look at the Chapter 1 legislation, I think that,
first and foremost, that idea of helping students achieve high
standards is a very important one.

We know, and it is has been stated here today, that there is an
emerging national consensus that we must improve education
through systemic education reform that has as its foundation rigor-
ous content and performance standards for all students and assess-
ments to measure the progress o: students toward those standards.

I think that it is very important that Chapter 1 become a part
of this movement to achieve high standards for all students.

Once we have those rigorous standards set, however, Chapter 1
programs must be aimed and held responsible for helping students
achieve them. Chapter 1 has to move away from remedial pull-out
programs that are basically basic-skills-driven.

These programs often focus on drill and practice. Very often, they
have very little connection with the instruction that is going on for
most of the student's day, and in fact, very often, only reach those
children for 20 to 30 minutes a day.

2
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We believe that, if we could better increase the integration of
Chapter 1 programs with regular classroom instruction, that not
only would it help the students in Chapter 1 programs, but it
would also help their classmates, many of whom are just as deserv-
ing of that kind of instruction, to reach high standards.

As a regular classroom teacher in a Chapter 1 school, I must tell
you that I have often been frustrated by what I know is a program
that is designed to help children but very often does things that
puzzle me.

I am puzzled by the red tape that is involved in this program.
I am concerned by an eligibility process that, as a teacher, some-

times I feel excludes children who are just as deserving, and as a
classroom teacher, I have seen too many times children pulled out
from my reading class to attend reading remediation programs,
missing time in the very class that they are struggling with.

The students in those classes are frustrated, too, although some-
times they are not too unhappy about being pulled out of my class
and the instruction that is going on there. However, it is a struggle
for them, when they return 20 or 30 minutes later, to try to catch
up with what has been going on in the regular classroom. That
bothers me terribly.

I am also concernedand the Chapter 1 teachers appear to be
just as concernedabout the fact that we have little or no time for
consistent collaboration, that it is very difficult for us, as we face
the hit-or-miss methods that we have to use, to align the insLrac-
tion for the students that we share.

Many Chapter 1 programs are now beginning to improve the in-
tegration of Chapter 1 in regular classroom instruction. Teachers
are beginning to work collaboratively and rely less on pull-out, but
in many cases I feel that the current legislation discourages this
practice, and I would like to see that changed.

There should also be a greater emphasis on problem-solving and
critical-thinking skills utilized in Cl. apter 1 instruction, and I think
that this should, too, be encouraged through the legislation.

However, in order to improve Chapter 1 programs and student
achievement, a strong commitment must he made to meaningful
staff development that is not limited to just Chapter 1 teachers ut
is available t; all teachers, administrators, and support staff in our
schools.

We cannot advocate for changes in programs and methodologies,
we cannot ask professionals to blend programs that previously ex-
isted in isolation without giving them the time and the tools to do
so.

Funds must be available to Chapter 1 schools and LEAs to de-
sign professional development opportunities that are related to the
content standards we spoke about and aimed at improving curricu-
lum, assessment methods, and instructional practices.

We need ongoing opportunities for those teachers, the support
staff, the administrators, and yes, the parents, too, to improve their
knowledge and their skills, to develop collaborative relationships,
and to have timewhich is a luxury, let me tell youto discuss
students' work.

Funds must be provided through this legislation for release time
for teachers to work on curriculum development, to observe and

;) 3
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learn from one another, to be trained in effective teaching meth-
odologies, to be supported as they do so.

There must be connections, as we stressed earlier, made with
higher education institu'ions to support new teachers as they enter
the profession and provide opportunities for them to learn from

master teachers. I cannot stress strongly enough the need for time
as well as funding for those opportunities.

Additionally, I believe that those programs should not be pre-
scribed from the top down. Once again, I am reiterating things that
you have already heard this morning, but it is very important that
decisions about staff development and the providers of that staff
development be made at the school site.

We must go further than providing lip service for funding and
providing for staff development. The commitment has to be serious,

and it has to be well-funded.
Too often, my colleagues and I are asked to respond to new edu-

cation initiatives. In my 20 years, I have seen many of them, and
most of the time, we are not afforded the support and the training
necessary. We are not afforded the time to try and sometimes fail
and eventually succeed as we work toward helping our students
achieve the highest standards possible, and far too often, the fund-

ing for staff development is the first thing that is cut when States
and local school districts face financial difficulty.

A quick example of that is a program that I have been involved
in since 1985 called the Rhode Island School Staff Institute. For
the last two years, I have served as Chair of that advisory board.

Every year since 1985, Rhode Island School Staff Institt e has
provided funds of up to about and sometimes exceeding $150,000

a year for local staff development, designed by teachers, parents,
and administrators.

The programs have been exceedingly successful. They have been

evaluated, and those evaluations have proved them to have impact

on classroom practice. However, unfortunately, in the last year, due
to the fiscal crisis in Rhode Island and cuts to the education budg-

et, this program has been eliminated.
We are hoping to revive that program this year, but I cite it as

an example that programs that work, particularly programs that
involve money spent for teacher development, for parental develop-

ment, and administrative, teacher, and parental collaboration are
often cut. That should not happen, and I think that now you have

an opportunity to change that.
I fully support the position of the American Federation of Teach-

ers that at least 20 percent of new Chapter 1 funds above the cur-
rent funding level be used for staff development and that these
funds he augmented by State dollars.

I think that does more than provide just funds for staff develop-

ment. It sends a very clear signal that this is a serious commit-

ment to staff development in helping teacii:.:-s and students reach

high standards.
In summary, it is my hope that we will use our opportunity to

revise Chapter 1 to raise expectations for Chapter 1 students and
schools and all students.

I hope that this new legislation will encourage the development

of rigorous content and performance standards for all children that
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will guide instruction, challenge all students, including poor chil-dren, to reach their highest potential.
I also hope that a variety of assessments will be used, includingperformance assessment, and a move away from that one-shot, 30-minute, fill-in-the-bubble test to measure the progress of Chapter1 students in schools on more than just basic skills.
I hope that the legislation encourages emphasis on problem-solv-ing and critical thinking and will move away from just basic skilldevelopment, but most of all, I strongly advocate for that seriouscommitment to staff development, evidenced by appropriate fund-ing and recognition of the time needed for sustained professionaldevelopment experiences.
President Clinton has said that we do not have a person towaste. The reauthorization of Chapter 1 should ensure that we donot waste a single student as we raise educational standards.
Thank you very much for this opportunity.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Bielecki follows:]

'J
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KR. CHAIRMAN AND MUMS OF THE OOMMaTTEZI

My name is giUP so sigaraki, and I as a sixth grade teacher in

Lincoln, Rhode Island, and the Director of Professional Issues for

the Rhode Island Federation of Teachers. I appreciate the oppor-

tunity to appear before you today to coasent on the reauthoriza-

tion of the Elementary and Secondary Act of 1965 (WU). With

the focus of the current edsinistration on the development and

achievement of national educational goals and the development of

higher standards and expectations for all students, the time is

right to consider changes in chapter 1 that will increase educa-

tional opportunities for poor children.

As we advocate for revision of Chapter 1, it would be a

mistake not to acknowledge the success of this Act which, since

1965, has become the largest federal education program, reaching

one student out of nine and 64 percent of our nation's schools.

Children engaged in Chapter 1 programs have made significant gains

in basic skills. However, as we air to increase expectations for

all students, we must make changes In Chapter 2 that will shift

the focus from a narrow basic skills curriculum to a program that

ensures that poor children are also encouraged to reach high

standards.

As a teacher for over twenty years in both regular and special

education settings, I have long been troubled by remedial pull-out

programs. In my work with Rhode Island school districts for the

Rhode Island Federation of Teachers and the Rhode Island Skills

Commission, I have seen the need for eyeteeth education reform

rather than "guiok fix" projeots and short-term solution.. Am

chair of the Rhode Island School Staff Institute, a state-legis-

lated program to provide funds for grassroots staff development,

I have witnessed the benefits to teachers and students of sohool-

based training. My recommendations for revision of Chapter 1 are

based on those experiences.

First and CoremOst, Chapter 1 must ensure that high standards

are set for all student., including students involved in Chapter 1

programs. This imp consistent With the emerqing national consensus

to improve education for all students through systemic education

G
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reform that'calle for setting clear rigorous standards for student

aohievoment and creating assessments that measure student progress

toward meeting those standards. Chapter 1 must stove away from its

current emphasis on basic skills and become part of the move to

ensure that all children are given the ease opportunity to learn

according to high standards. by encouraging states to develop

demanding content and performance standards for all students,

school districts would be discouraged from allowing separate or

lower standard' for Chapter 1 students or schools.

Once high rigorous standards are sat, Chapter 1 should move

away from remedial, pull-out, basic skills driven programs. These

progress often focus on drill and practice, have little connection

with what is being taught in the student's regular class, and only

reach students for 20-30 minutes per day. An increased .aphasia

on improving the integration of Chapter 1 and regular classroom

instruotion would reduce the fragmentation of chapter 1 instruc-

tion and the isolation and stigmatization of Chapter 1 student..

It would enable Chapter 1 programs to supplement regular class

instruction and decreer. the amount of lost instr4otional time

experienoed by children in pull-out programs.

As a regular classroom teacher in a Chapter 1 school,

have long been frustrated by problems associated with a program

designed to help Children. Too often, students are pulled out of

reading class for chapter 1 reading remodiation--losing time in

the very class they are struggling with. The Chapter 1 students

themselves are often frustrated by being pulled out in the middle

of lesson and forced to "catch up" when they return thirty

minutes later. Additionally, because there is no time built into

the schedule for consistent collaboration, both the Chapter 1 and

regular olasoroo teacher are frustrated by their whit or miss"

attempts at aligning instructional efforts for the children they

Share. Many Chapter 1 programs ars beginning to focus on

improving the integration of Chapter 1 and regular classroom

instruction, and placing greater emphasis on critical thinking

and problem-solving skills. 1 believe that all students in

Chapter 1 schools would benefit from increased funding for

school-wide projects and an emphasis on improving ourrioulua and
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instruction bailed on rigorous content standards.
This will enable

Chapter 1 to focus more on
prevention of school failure than on

remodiation, and lead to W.gher achievement for
Chapter 1 students

and their classmates.

However, in order to improve Chapter 1 programs and student

achievement, a strong
commitment must be made to meaningful staff

development that is not limited to Chapter 1 teacher., but is

available to all teachers,
administrators and support staff.

Funds must be available
for Chapter 1 schools and LEA's to design

professional development
opportunities that are tied to the

rigorous oorment standards and aimed at improving ourrioulum,

sent methods,
instructional practices and classroom

management skill. for sohool.staff.

The goal of staff
development should be to help teachers

utilize effective,
research-based 'methods to support students

masting high standards.
Effective staff development is what

most school staff have experienced to
date--one shot workshops

that May or may not be connected with the needs of the teacher.,

students, or schools, and usually have no follow up and very

little real impact on classroom practice.
Instead, on- going

opportunities for teachers, support staff, administrators end

parents to improve their knowledge and skills, to develop

collaborative relationships,
and discuss students' work must

be provided.
Funds suet be allocated to provide released ties

for teachers to work on curriculum
development, to obeerve and

learn from one another, to be trained in effective teaching

methodologies and supported as those methods are implemented,

and to exchange ideas and information about effeotive teaching

practices. I cannot stress
strongly enough the need for time, as

well as funding, for those opportunities.
Additionally, rather

than being prescribed
from the "top down",

decisions about staff

development progress and
providers should be made at the sohool

site by the staff
involved, linked to the standards and responsive

to the needs of the
particular school and district.

However, we must go furthoL than just giving "lip service" to

providing for staff development. The commitment must be serious
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and well !unclad. Toci often teachers are asked to respond to new
education initiatives without the support and training necessary,
and then are blamed when

those programs are less than successful.
And far too often funds for staff development are the first thing
to be out when states or local districts Laos financial difficul-
ty.

Ono example of that kind of decision **King occurred here in
Rhode Inland this year. Since 1985, the Rhode Island School staff
Institute has provided in excess of 8150,000 year to local staff
development initiatives. The staff development programs wore
designed at the local level by and for teachers, administrators
and parents. Evaluation of the programs

proved them to be highly
successful and effective. In fact, the program grew to be so
successful, and funding so sought after, that the loonies ran out
sore and more Quickly each

year, and applicants began lining up
with proposals as soon as they oould be submitted. The program
was clearly having an impact on training and instruction and on
the involvement of practitioners in designing staff development
to mast local needs.

Unfortunately, due to the fiscal crisis in
Rhode Island this year and reductions to the education budget, the
decision wee made to eliminate funding for RISSI. We hope to
revive the program, but I cite it as an example of how staff

development programs are often the first things elivanated when
difficult budgetary decisions are made.

I fully support the position of the American Federation of
Teachers that at least 20 percent of new Chapter 1 funds above the
currant funding level be used for staff development and that tholes
funds be augmented with state dollars. In addition to providing

necessary funding for staff
development, this would send a clear

signal regarding the critical nature of profeasional development
in helping students reach high standards.

It is ay hope that we will
use this opportunity to revise

Chapter 1 to raise expectations
for Chapter 1 students and

schools. I hope that new legislation
will encourage the

development of rigorous content and performenoe standards for
all children that would guide ' 3truction and challenge ell

students, including poor Children, to reach their highest
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potential. I would like to see a variety of assessments,

including performance assmassonts, developed. The assessments

should be based on the standards and used to measure the

achiovements of Chapter 1 students. I hope thou. standards

will also guide the transition of Chapter 1 programs,from basic

skills resediation to an emphasis on critical thinking and

problem solving, and a move to a more integrated instructional

design. I also strongly advocate for a serious.commitmont to

staff dievelopmont evidenced by appropriate funding, and the

recognition of tin. nestled for sustained professional dsvelop-

sent experionoes. Finally, I hope the legislation allows for

greater *aphasi on school-wide programs and the inclusion of

teachers, adsinistrators, support staff, and penults in training

activities and 0011ebOrative experiences that would load to

greater achievement for Chapter 1 students and their claasaatea.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you. I would

be happy to answer any questions you may hays.

/,
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Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Ms. Shirley Cherry, who is the Librarian at the Portsmouth High

School, Portsmouth.
Ms. CHERRY. Thank you, Senator Pell, Representative Reed, Rep-

resentative Unsoeld.
My name is Shirley Cherry, and as Senator Pell said, I am the

Librarian of the Portsmouth High School. I am entering my 19th
year there.

I am representing NEA Rhode Island, which represents about
8,500 education employees, and we are the State affiliate for NEA.

I was told by Mr. Mike Dannenberg that I should feel free to
interject wherever I would like.

So, I would like tobefore I make the points that I would like
about the specific areas of the legislation, I would just like to inter-
ject that I am a testimony that one can come from abject poverty
and free lunches to valedictorian of her class and can sit before this
committee.

So, I amas I talk, I would just like to make sure that we know
that there must be a strong support from Federal Government for
public education.

There must be a feeling that education is as important as our na-
tional health care and our national defense, because it is through
public education that we will ensure that the Nation remains com-
petitive in a global economy.

Federal education funds should be directed to the local level
where the students meet the teachers, where the action is.

We must also make sure that these funds get to areas where
they are most needed. We cannot continue to match young boys
and girls from poor neighborhoods, who only have paper and pencil
if they are lucky, up with well-to-do students who have computers.

The uses of Federal funds should be determined primarily at the
local level, with decisionmaking to include teachers, their bargain-
ing agents, and parents in a major role.

To accomplish the goal of getting more Federal money directly to
the local districts, we believe that general aid is the best way to
go. It could be used for a large variety of programs, which would
be determined at the local level.

For example, a district might choose to use the funds to create
the ability to make use of modern technology and telecommuni-
cations technology such as computers and additional phone lines.

Federal funds might be used to recruit and retain good teachers
by providing in-service and staff development programs, increasing
teachers' salaries, or establishing school-site-based management.

School buildings and facilities might be improved by using Fed-
eral funds to make schools safe from environmental hazards or to
make general repairs and upgrades on the buildings.

Furthermore, a local district might choose to use program money
to focus on dropout prevention or English as a second language or
the prevention of teen pregnancy.

It might also focus on school-based health clinics or increasing
the number of counselors and school psychologists or school social
workers, and I think it is an important point that this legislation
has also focused on the homeless, on homeless children, and also
on the youth who are incarcerated. I think that is extremely impor-
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tant, and it is extremely important also that the legislation is fo-

cusing not only on young people who are incarcerated but the em-
ployability of young people who are incarcerated when they are re-
moved from those institutions. I think that is extremely important.

In addition to general aid, we believe that special assistance
must be given to poor, rural, and urban schools, and from a rural
standpoint, I am sure about that, because I taught in the schools
in Alabama and Georgia in the early 1960s, and I did work in the
rural section, and I know that ESEA money can make a difference
in that kind of school.

Bills addressing these concerns have been introduced, and we
would like to see them become a part of the Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act.

Impact aid should be forward funded, as other Federal education
programs are. We believe the impact aid formula should be weight-
ed in order to meet students' educational needs. We think the
money should go where the greatest need is.

Schools should be safe and drug free, as the sixth National Edu-
cation Goal specifies, and we absolutely oppose the use of Federal
funds for non-public schools.

As I proceed now to my remarks about the specifics of the Clin-

ton proposal for an ESEA reauthorization bill, I will mention the
points where there are references to the use of public funds for
non-public schools.

Title I of the Improving America's Schools Act emphasizes con-
tent, performance, and assessment standards, but we should not
lose sight of opportunity-to-learn standards as well.

The formula for Title I concentrates funds on high-poverty coun-
ties, and we think that that is a noble attempt.

While the attempt to provide more funding to areas of high pov-
erty is noble, in our view, an unfavorable result of the formula
change is that it decreases the money available for students within
pockets of poverty in more affluent communities. This needs to be
satisfactorily adjusted.

An additional concern that we have about Title I is that it con-
tains new language regarding the diversion of public Federal funds
to non-public schools. We would like to see this language removed.

Title II of the legislation has been rewritten to include profes-
sional development for teachers in the core subject matter areas of

English, mathematics, science, geography, history, and art. We be-

lieve this is an excellent component of the bill.
However, it requires a local fund match, and some of our poorer

schools may not be able to make that match even though there is

a provision that other Federal moneys may be used to help make
the local match.

Under the existing Chapter 2, the use of grants is determined
primarily at the local level. We would recommend that this be con-
tinued and that it is an excellent approach, and it should be funded
through large authorizations of general aid.

Title III stresses the need for effective educational uses of mod-
ern telecommunications technology, and we think this is an excel-

lent proposal. However, the bill should include a requirement that
such technology be compatible from school building to school build-



ing, from district to district, and from State to State in order forit to be efficiently utilized.
In Title V, there is a provision for magnet schools that does not

explicitly mandate that they be public schools. We urge that anydesignated magnet school be a public school.
Title V also deals with public school equalization and providesStates with technical assistance, research assistance, and the de-

velopment and dissemination of model materials.
We do not believe that this comes anywhere close to addressing

the need for resources to provide equal opportunities for poor ruraland urban local education associations, and it will not bring them
into comparison with well-to-do schools.

The NEA proposes that general aid of $100 million be used tohelp resolve this issue.
The NEA opposes the provision of Title VIII that would eliminate

impact aid funds for students in the Part B category, and this re-fers to students whose parents live or work on a Federal site. We
also advocate that impact aid be forward funded and weighted.

With regard to Title IX, we believe care should be given when
granting broad waivers of regulations and authority so that thelarge intent of the education programs is not lost.

Title IX also provides for services to private school students and
teachers. We feel strongly that this is unnecessary and should notbe covered by this Act.

With the exception of Title I, which authorizes $7 billion to be
appropriated, all other titles are authorized as "such sums." We be-
lieve that definite figures should be applied in the place where"such sums" is used.

Before I make my final comment, I would just like to say that
I know that Representative Reed's office has told me that they are
going to focus on staff development, and I think all good education
programs begin with well-trained staff, but I think a component instaff development that is often overlookedwe make sure that we
know the content area, usually, but we need to make sure that all
teachers are sensitized to the needs of human diversity, and Ithank you for this opportunity to make these comments. I hope I
have not bored you. Thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Cherry follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am Shirley
Cherry, Librarian from the Portsmouth School system and member of
the National Education Association Rhode Island, which represents
more than 8,500 education employees. NSA Rhode Island is this

state's affiliate of the National Education Association. I
appreciate the opportunity to offer some comments on the
"Improving America's Schools Act of 1993," which is legislation

to reauthorize the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. To
begin, I would like to offer a few summary comments about what
improvements NBA Rhode Island would like to see in elementary and
secondary education. Then, I will make points about a few

specific areas in the bill.

At we think about r.ow to improve public education, hope we
all bear one overriding idea in mind. There must be a major
financial commitment from the federal government for public
education.:Education in as important as national health care and

national defense in ensuring that our nation remains competitive
in the global economy. Federal education funds should be directed
to the local level, where the students meet the teachers --
"where the action is." The uses of federal funds should be
determined primarily at the local level, with decision making to
include teachers, their bargaining agents, and parents in major.

roles.

To accomplish, the goal of getting more federal money directly to
the local districts, we believe general aid is the best way to
go. It could be used for a large variety of programs, which would
be determined by the local education agency in concert with
teachers and parents. For example, a district might choose to use
the funds to create the ability to make use of modern
telecommunications technology such as computers or additional
phone lines. Federal funds might be used to recruit and retain
good teachers by providing inservice and staff development
programs, increasing teachers' salaries, or establishing school,
site-based management. School buildings and facilities might he

improved by using federal funds to make schools safe from
environmental hazards or to make general repairs and upgrades on
buildings. Furthermore, a local district might choose to use
federal general aid funds to address special needs through
programs focusing on dropout prevention, English as a second
language, prevention of teen pregnancy, school-based health
clinics, or increasing the number of counselors, school
psychologists, and social workers.

In addition to general aid, we believe that special assistance
must be given to poor rural and urban schools. Bills addressing
these concerns have been introduced in Congress, and we would
like to see them become part of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act.

Impact aid should be forward funded, as other federal education
programs are. We believe the impact aid formula should be
weighted in order to meet students' educational needs.

Schools should be safe and drug free, as the sixth National
Education Goal specifies.

We absolutely oppose the use of federal funds for nonpublic
schools. As I proceed now to my remarks about specifics of the
Clinton proposal for an ESEA reauthorization bill, I will mention
the points where there are references to the use of public funds

for nonpublic schools.

Title I of the Improving America's Schools Act emphasizes
content, performance, and assessment standards. Wo should not
lose sight of opportunity-to-learn standards as well. We hope
these will be included as part of the bill. The formula for Title
I concentrates federal funds on high-poverty counties, high-
poverty local education agencies (LEAs) within the counties, and
high-poverty schools within the LEAP. While this attempt to
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provide morb funding to areas of high poverty is a noble one, in
our view, an unfavorable result of the formula change is that it
decreases the money available for students within pockets of
poverty that exist in cities and counties showing lower poverty
rates. This needs to be satisfactorily adjusted. An additional
concern we have about Title I is that it contains new language
regarding the diversion of public federal funds to nonpublic
schools. we want to see this language removed.

Title II of the legislation has been rewritten to include
professional development for teachers in the core subject matter
areas of English, math, science, geography, history, and art. We
believe this is an excellent component of the bill. However, it
requires a local fund match. Poor schools cannot afford this and
therefore have the potential for being eliminated from
participation, even with the provisiOn that other federal money
may be used to make the local match. Under the existing Chapter2, the use of grants is determined primarily at the local level.
We would recommend continuation of this excellent approach
through a large authorization for general aid.

Title III stresses the need for effective educational uses of
modern telecommunications technology, an excellent proposal.
However, the bill should include a requirement that such
tecnnology De compatible irom school building to school building,from district to diOrict, and from state to state for its most
efficient utilization.

In Title V, there is a provision for magnet schools that doesn't
explicitly mandate their being public. We view this as a serious
omission and urge that it be corrected to specify that only
public schools may be designated as magnet schools. Title V alsodeals with public school equalization and provides states with
technical assistance, research assistance, and the development
and dissemination of model materials. We do not believe this
Comes anywhere close to addressing the need for resources to
provide equal opportunities for poor rural and urban LEAs incomparison with more well-to-do schools. The NBA proposes general
aid of $100 billion to help resolve this issue.

The NBA opposes the provision in Title VIII that would eliminate
impact aid funds fur students in the Part B category. This refers
to studwute whooe parents live or work on a federal site. We also
advocate that impact ail be forward funded and weighted, as I'vementioned.

With regard to Title IX, we believe care should be given when
granting broad waivers of regulations and authority so that thelarge intfint of the education programs isn't lost. Title IX also
provides for services to private school students and teachers. Wefeel strongly that this is unnecessary and shouldn't be coveredby thii act.

with the exception of Title I, which authorizes $7 billion to beapproprieted, all other titles are authorized as "such sums." Inour view, that doesn't provide the appropriations committees withthe proper authority and therefore tends to result in the receiptof little or no money. This is a serious flaw that needs to be
corrected by aulhorrrine npecifir funding amounts.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to express ourviews of the Improving Ames. s Schools Act of 1993. REA RhodeIsland and I look forward to continuing to work with you toimprove publio education.
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Senator PELL. Not at all.
We now come to Ms. Dor la Long, who is a fourth-grade teacher

in the Matunuck Elementary School in Matunuck.
Ms. Long.
Ms. LONG. Thank you, Senator Pell, Representative Reed, Rep-

resentative Unsoeld.
It is a rare opportunity that I get to share my views on staff de-

velopment with somebody that is associated at the national level.

My comments will be based primarily on my personal experiences

with the staff development program in the South Kingstown School

District.
I hope to provide you with some information on the range of op-

portunities provided to meet the needs of our teachers. I will de-
scribe how these activities are selected and planned.

I will identify the characteristics common to our most successful
programs and the concerns I have regarding future staff develop-
ment at the school district and individual school levels.

A wide variety of staff development opportunities are available

to all the teachers of Rhode Island. Universities and colleges in
Rhode Island offer regular and summer courses to learn about cur-
rent curriculum methods and materials.

Our State Department of Education has provided many opportu-

nities of growth, particularly through its literacy initiative.
Professional associations, including the Reading, Math, and Asso-

ciation for Supervision and Curriculum Development, provide con-
ferences and workshops to keep Rhode Island's teachers abreast of
effective instructional practices.

Teachers in South Kingstown participate in these programs, as
well as the district's comprehensive program. Even with all these
opportunities, the demands on teachers exceed the present training
being offered.

Gifted, remedial, and handicapped students that were once
pulled out of regular classrooms are now a part of mainstreamed
classes. We need programs that will help teachers deal with special
populations of students that were once segregated from our classes.

In our multicultural society, we need programs that will help us
reach students of all ethnic and cultural backgroUnds. We need

programs that incorporate technologies that will help our students
function in a modern world.

In South Kingstown, staff development is accomplished through

many activities that are supported and encouraged by the adminis-
tration and school community.

In-service programs are offered after school and on release time

days. Teachers are given professional days to attend conferences,
visitations to other schools, and workshops.

Many of our teachers perceive attending workshops and courses

on a regular basis a necessity to better their own performances.
Those with advanced degrees also receive compensation through an
advanced salary scale. The district requires six approved credit

hours of further study every five years to maintain a teacher's ad-

vanced ratio salary.
Our in-service program provides a range of opportunities that are

based on the philosophy of our system to produce responsible citi-

zens committed to lifelong learning.
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Course offerings include specifically designed programs to meetthe needs of our parents and personnel, including aides, mainte-
nance, teachers, and administrators.

To determine the program to be offered each year, information isgathered from staff needs surveys on specific topics which individ-
uals feel need to be addressed.

Next, a representative committee of teachers, support staff, and
administrators prioritize those needs, and this committee uses thatlist to develop in-service programs for the system.

On the first day of school, each staff member received a bookletthat contains the philosophy, goals, and objectives of the district.This booklet also outlines the in-service opportunities to be af-forded during that school year.
The positive characteristics that we have in our system I think

would serve as a guideline for other systems in developing their
program.

We have involvement of the entire school staff in identifying par-ticular training needs. We have representation of the staff on acommittee that is responsible for the planning, implementation,and the evaluation of the programs being offered.
The relevancy of each program to the stated philosophy and goals

of the district and/or school are very clear and concisely stated.
Curricula are continuously reviewed and revised to better pre-pare our students for the future. Each program addresses the spe-cific needs of the students in academic, social, and emotional is-

sues, and I think all three of those areas need to be represented
if we are going to produce responsible citizens in the future.

Commitment is readily apparent. Volunteers from the commu-nity and staff form committees to determine the focus, needs, and
changes in the educational program.

Most of our administrators willingly help secure necessary fund-
ing to carry out in-service, allow staff to try out new ideas learned
without fear of repercussion, and provide support to purchase need-ed materials.

Our system has a high percentage of teachers with advanced de-
grees and coursework, which reflects their commitment to high pro-
fessional standards. Many of these teachers share their knowledge
by serving on curriculum committees and conducting in-service pro-grams.

Fir dlly, we have recognition of professional development that isvalued. Teachers feel rewarded for maintaining a high degree of
professionalism through written recognition of their involvement,
allotted professional days to pursue areas of interest or needs, and
salary compensation for advanced coursework.

Though our staff development program has provided some high-
quality programs that meet the diverse needs of our staff, we have
not been able to accommodate the increasing demands on teachers.

Time is always a crucial element in planning and implementing
staff development programs. Program evaluations consistently
identify the need for more time to learn about and implement ideas
successfully.

Currently, staff development activities are some of the profes-
sional activities that are added onto schooldays that are already
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full. This limits participation of teachers in many activities that are
crucial to the success of our schools.

Many teachers have obligations directly after school that prevent
them from participating. Also, many teachers are exhausted at the
end of the schoolday and thus are not able to benefit fully from in-
service programs offered.

I believe that the solution to this concern will only become appar-
ent when the entire community recognizes that the traditional
school year provides very little time beyond what is needed to pro-
vide basic instruction.

Teachers have accepted that all students learn best when they
are with their peers. 'I his is a significant change from past prac-
tices of pulling children out of classrooms for remedial reading,
mathematics, gifted, or handicapped programs.

We need programs that integrate these special populations. They
are limited now, and when they do exist, they continue to isolate
special needs rather than help teachers incorporate strategies with-
in required curriculum activities to meet all students' needs.

Likewise, specialists that once worked in the isolation of the reg-
ular classroom are now expected to provide services within it but
have extremely limited opportunities to acquire the curriculum
knowledge necessary to help them integrate adaptive activities.

Information is increasing by leaps and bounds. Technologies that
10 years ago were innovative are now obsolete. Staff development
opportunities have not prepared teachers fully in the uses of tech-
nological advances that are readily available.

While networking is a common tool for businesses to share infor-
mation, local schools must wait for special funds to hook up to and
use these information networks.

We also have problems providing enough technological resources
for all students to be able to use them effectively.

The complexity of obtaining additional funds for staff develop-
ment programs creates an unnecessary deterrent to applying for
Leeded funding.

In our own district, our Assistant Superintendent provides in-
struction in the writing of grants. Grant applications ought to be
clear enough for teachers and others to complete without additional
training programs.

The language and format of grant applications should be consist-
ent and meaningful not only to the professionals in the field but
the entire community.

Any citizen reading the application should be able to understand
clearly the purpose of every grant, how the money is disbursed, and
the expected outcomes as a result of the grant initiative.

Senator PELL. Excuse me. Your full text will be put in the record
as given. We have an airplane to catch.

Ms. LONG. Okay. Just a couple of other points that I would like
to make.

We need to consolidate our funding sources so that we are apply-
ing to one body for funding that will provide materials, methods,
staff development, and student needs.

I think that policymakers need to look at the school year as it
is defined and perhaps restructure that school year with the inclu-
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sion of community input, business input, teachers and parents, the
whole environment, population.

We need to develop programs that are changing and meet the in-
creasing demands, and we need to address our technological needs,
and finally, we need to simplify grant applications so that they are
understood by the total community.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Long follows:]
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Submitted by Dor la Long

Matunuck Elementary School

South Kingstown, Rhode Island

INTRODUCE-ION:

Thank you for invitMg me to express my views on staff development. My

comments will be based primarily on my personal experiences sv h the staff

development program in the South Kingstown School District. I hope to provide you

with some information on the range of opportunities provided to meet the needs of our

teachers. i w ill describe how these activities arc selected and planned. I will identify the

characteristics common to our most successful programs, and the concerns I have

regarding future staff development at the school district and individual school levels

A wide variety of staff development opporminue:- are available to all the teachers

of Rhode Island. Universities and colleges in Rhode Island offer regular and summer

course: to learn about current curriculum methods and materials. Our State Department

of Education has provided many opportunities for growth. particularly through its

literacy initiative. Professional associations. including the Reading, Niath and Assoc for

Supet vision and Curriculum Development, pros ido conferences and workshops to keep

Rhode Island's teachers abreast of effective instructional practices. Teachers in South

Kingstown participate in these programs as well as the district's comprehensise program

Even with all of these opportunities, the demands on teachers exceed the present training

being offered. Gifted, remedial. and handicapped students that were once pulled out of

regular classrooms are now a pan of mainstreamed classes W'e need programs that will

help teachers deal with special populations of students that were once segregated from

our classes. In our multicultural society, we need programs that will help us reach

students of all ethnic and cultural backgrounds. We need programs that incorporate

technologies that will help our students function in a modern world.

DESCRIPTION OF STAFF DEVELOPMENT.

In South Kingstown, staff development is accomplished tnrough many activities

that are supported and encouraged by the administration and school committee. Inservice

programs are offered after school and on release time days. Teachers are given

professional days to attend conferences, visitations to other schools, and workshops.

Many of our teachers perceive attending workshops and courses on a regular basis a

necessity to better their own performances. Those with advanced degrees also receive

compensation through an advanced salary scale. (The district requires 6 approved credit

hours of further study every five years to maintain a teacher's advanced ratio salary.

Our inservice program provides a range of opportunities that are based on the

philosopl, of our system to produce responsible citizens committed to lifelong learning

Coot se offerings include specifically designed programs to meet the heeds of our parents

and personnel including. aides. maintenance. teachers and administrators. To determine

the pro gram to be offered each yea:. information is gathered front staff needs surveys on

specific topics which individuals feel need to be addressed. Nest, a representative

committee of teachers, support staff, and administrators prioritize the needs identified

ammo, the sursey s The tomnuttee uses !Inc list as it des chips the inservice program

that will be diemd in the following school year.
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On the first day of school each staff member receives a booklet that contains the

philosophy, goals and objectives of the district. This booklet also provides a basic

description of inservice programs that will be conducted during the year. Each staff

member is free to choose the offering that meets his/her own professional development

needs.

POSrriVE CHARACTERISTICS:

The staff development programs that have been of high quality in our system

contain some common factors. These factors include:

Involvement of the entire school staff in identifying its particular training needs

through the annual completion of needs surveys.

Representation of the staff on a committee that is responsible for the planning.

execution and evaluation of programs offered.

Relevancy of each program to the stated philosophy and goals of the district

and/or school . Curricula arc continuously reviewed and revised to better prepare our

students for the future. Each program addresses the specific needs of the students

in academic, social, and/or emotional areas.

Commitment is readily apparent. Volunteers from the community and staff form

committees to determine the focus, needs, and changes in the educational program.

Most of our administrators willingly: help secure necessary funding to carry out the

inservice: allow staff to try out new ideas learned without fear of repercussion: and

provide support to purchase needed materials. Our system has a high percentage of

teachers with advanced degrees and course work which reflects their commitment to

high professional standards. Many of these teachers share their knowledge by serving

on curricula committees or conducting inservice programs.

Recognition of professional development is valued. Teachers feel rewarded for

maintaining a high degree of professionalism through ss ritten recognition of their

ins ols mem, allotted professional days to pursue areas of interest or needs, and salary

compensation for advanced course ssor!..

CONCERNS:

Though our staff des elopment progr tin has provided some high quality programs

that meet the Ms erse needs of out staff, \se have not been able to accommodate the

increasing number of demands on teachers. I hope that S3111C of these concerns will be

addressed in future legislause decisions

me is alssas a crucial element in planning and implementing staff development

programs Program evaluations consistently identify the need for more tune to learn

about and implement new ideas successfully Currently, staff development activities

arc some of the professional activities that arc added on to school days that are

alrea.l.s full. This limits participation of teachers in many actin ities that are crucial to

the success of our schools. Many teachers have obligations directly after school that

prevent them from participating. Also, many teachers are exhausted at the end of the

school day and thus are not able to benefit fully from inservice programs. I believe

that the solution to this concern will only become apparent sshen the entire

comm-nity rei0r111/CS that the traditional ,chool year pros nit, sin little 11111V

bi:y011d %slim is needed to provide basic insuuction.
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Teachers have accepted that all students learn best when the% are with their peers.

This a significant change from past practices of pulling children out of classrooms for

remedial reading math, gifted. or handicapped. to teach them as unique and separate

groups. llom.ever, the programs to integrate these once special populations of

students are limited. And, when they do exist, they continue to isolate spec tal needs

rather than help teachers incorporate strategies within required curriculum activities to

meet all students' needs. Likewise, the specialists that once worked in isolation of

the regular classroom, but are now expected to provide see ices ssithin it. have

extremely limited opportunities to acquire the curriculum knowledge necessary to

help them integrate adaptive actin ides.

Information is increasing by leaps and bounds. Technologies that 10 years ago

were innovative are now obsolete. Staff development opportunities have not prepared

teachers fully in the uses of technological advances that are readily available. %,Vhile

networking is a common tool for businesses to share information, local schools must

wait for special funds to hook up to and use informatio networks We also have

problems providing enough technological resources for all students to be able to use

them effectively.
The complexity of obtaining additional funds for staff deselopment programs

creates an unnecessary deterrent to applying for needed funding In our own district

our assistant superinteadent provides instruction in the writing of grants. Grant

applications ought to be clear enough for teachers and others to complete without

additional training programs. The language and format of grant applications should

be consistent and meaningful not only to professionals. but the entire community .

Any citizen reading 'he application should be able to understand clean) the purpose

of the grant. how money is disbursed through the grant, and the expected outcomes as

a result of the grant mitiame

Separate funding sources for an initiative in a curriculum, such as language arts or

math. sometimes takes volumes of paper and time to secure the needed resources I'm

programs that require equipment. consultants. materials. etc would Imsteat...t v.ou.c.X!

more practical for school districts to apply to one source for funds to meet all of its

staff development needs.

Since school districts must meet diverse community needs. specifications should

be flexible enough to allow each district to channel funds to its own critical needs

Cnteria could be applied to insure that funds are being used to meet state and national

priorities as they reflect a district's approved philosophy and stated outcomes of

instruction.

IMPLICATIONS.
Polley makers need to redefine the school year to reflect the rime needed to carry

out professional activities beyond the classroom instructional time. It is imperative that

the entire community including. government agencies (Federal to local i, businesses.

parents. and educators become involved in determining a plan to redefine the school year

to Include the time necessary for the professional activities beyond the classroom that arc

essential to effectne schools
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Programs need 'o be developed that meet the changing and increasing demands on

classroom teachers. We need programs that are inclusive. Such programs would

contain activities that meet the stated curricular goals and outcomes of the school district

while providing for the special needs of all students. Curriculum outcomes need to he

clearly understood by specialists so adaptive strategies can be implemented within regular

classrooms.

Technology needs to be included in staff development programs if we are to have

access to the most up to date information and prepare students for success beyond the

school walls. New funding sources need to be identified to keep our educational

institutions current in their uses of technology. While we may not he able to have the

mos, sophisticated of equipment, we do need to provide studen.., with experiences that

expand their uses of technology beyond the limited scope of games, drills, tutorials and

word processing.

Grant applications should be simplified so that they can be easily completed and

understood by everyone. An application should be reviewed by one agency that provides

the approval and funding for all components needed to carry out the program needed.

Criteria to determine approval should be basic to provide for state and national goals,

but flexible, to allow each community to meet the particular needs of its entire population

It is an exciting time to be part of the educational community. We will be a part

of innovative changes that redefine public education as we know it. Thank ,ou for

allowing me this opportunity to express my views on staff development.

'13
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Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
We now come to Ms. Andrew Mattia, whose hospitality we enjoy

in the Flynn School, Head Teacher here.
Ms. Mattia.
Ms. MATTIA. Thank you, Senator Pell, Representative Reed, and

Representative Unsoeld.
My name is Andrea Mattia. I am entering my 25th year of teach-

ing, 24 of those years having been here at the Flynn School in
Providence. Since March of 1991, I have also served as Head
Teacher.

I work each morning with my fifth-grade students. My after-
noons and evenings are devoted to my leadership responsibilities,
addressing professional development needs, reading education re-
search, writing grants, working with the Principal, parents, central
school administrators, State Department of Education personnel,
and chairing and serving on committees.

Flynn is an inner-city K-to-5 institution and a school of choice for
students and teachers. Our 560 children come from all city neigh-
borhoods. Our students' racial and ethnic profiles are diverse: 70
percent minority, 30 percent Caucasian. Their academic profiles
span the ability continuum. Seventy five percent quality for free
breakfast and lunch.

I speak to you today about two groups of individuals who histori-
cally have been left out of decisions regarding education, yet who
are most affected by those very decisions. I speak of teachers and
students.

Instruction and learning have been controlled by outsiders. Phi-
losophies, pedagogies, methodologies seem to change names,
courses, and demands each decade. Systems react. Teachers are
given a workshop or none at all.

New volumes of curricula are distributed. Students change from
one text to another, one coursework to another. Each is held ac-
countable, the teachers to teach and the students to achieve.

The reality is, though both teacher and student struggle to fulfill
their obligations, neither can. The deck is stacked against them;
the process to effect quality change and achievement is flawed.

There is also a wild card in this deck which powerfully impacts
instruction, learning, and achievement: the horrifying state of chil-
dren's lives. I would like to introduce you to some of them.

Robert is now a fourth-grade student. He was born drug-ad-
dicted. His mom is dying of AIDS. He sleeps at greatgrandma's
house until Grandma's 3-to-11 work shift is done. He is awakened
to return home with grandma. Robert cannot remain focused on his
schoolwork. His behavior is often disruptive.

Lisa, five, and Earl, six, are sister and brother. Mom is absent
much of the time. They arrive at school each morning an hour be-
fore the doors open for breakfast. They probably have not eaten
since school lunch the previous day.

Jeff is a first-grader. His kindergarten year was filled with vio-
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lent outbursts which affected his achievement as well as his class-
mates'. His disturbing behavior continues. He has run from school
on several occasions. It is only October 4. ,

James is a third-grader. He has Attention Deficit with Hyper-
active Disorder. He is one of eight children. Mom is 30 years old.
He is functionally illiterate and ashamed.

Gail is gifted, thoughtful, observant. She has a keen sense of her
world. She lives with grandma because Mom is in residential de-
toxification. Gail is not achieving.

Because of the conditions of our students' lives, because these
conditions impact the classroom, because teachers and students
struggle together to address these obstacles while trying to teach
and learn, we find our children and their schools in dire cir-
cumstances.

If expectations of teachers and their work is to change, then
teacher education must change. Classroom teachers must be ac-
tively involved in the uecisions to change the what and the how of
what they teach and the assessment to evaluate those changes

Staff development must derive from promising research that em-
braces what we know of cognitive theory and its application to the
classroom. Staff development must be long-term.

Knowledgeable coaches to model and support instructional strat-
egies must be provided over time. Staff deve'opment must engen-
der continuous reflection and evaluation. Staff development must
be flexible. Teachers' strengths, knowledge, and creativity must be
recognized and nurtured.

The greater our knowledge, the more refined and focused our
skills, the better our instructional practice. the greater our stu-
dents' chances for academic success.

I will close with excerpts from a poem, "A Pledge of Responsibil-
ity for Children," by Ina Hughs. Her words are a compelling profile
of urban public school children.

We accept responsibility for those
who stare at photographers from behind barbed

wire,
who cannot bound down the street in new

sneakers,
who never "counted potatoes,"
who are born in places we would not be caughf,

dead,
who never go to the circus,
who live in an x-rated world,
who never get dessert,
who have no safe blanket to drag behind,
who watch their parents watch them die,
who cannot find bread to steal,
who do not have rooms to clean up,
whose pictures are not on anybody's dresser,
whose monsters are real,
whose nightmares come in the daytime,
who will eat anything,
who have never seen a dentist,
who are not spoiled by anybody,
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who go to bed hungry and cry themselves to
sleep,

who live and move, but have no being.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Mattia follows:]



Testimony of Andrea Mania

Senator Pot, Congressman Reed, Congresswoman Unsoeld, I am

honored to be here today. I thank you for inviting me to testify.

My name is Andrea Mattia. I am beginning my twenty -fifth year of

teaching, twenty-four of those years at Flynn. Since March, 1991, I have also

served as Head Teacher. I work each morning with my fifth grade students. My

afternoons and evenings are devoted to my leadership responsibilities:

addressing professional development needs: reading education research; writing

grants; working with the principal, parents, central school administrators, state

department of education personnel; chairing and serving on committees.

Flynn is an inner-city, K-5 institution and a school of choice for teachers

and students. Our 560 children come from all city neighborhoods. Our students'

racial and ethnic profiles are diverse- 70% minority, 30% Caucasian. Their

academic profiles span the ability continuum. Seventy-five percent qualify for free

breakfast and lunch.
I speak to you today about two groups of individuals who, historically, have

been left out of decisions regarding education, yet, who are most affected by

those very decisions. I speak of teachers and students.

Instruction and learning have been controlled by outsiders. Philosophies,

pedagogies, methodologies seem to change names, courses and demands each

decade. Systems react. Teachers are given a workshop, or none at all. New

volumes of curricula are distributed. Students change from one text to another,

one coursework to another. Each is held accountable, the teachers to teach and

the students to acnieve. The reality is though both teacher and student struggle

to fulfill their obligations, neither can. The deck is stacked against them; the

process to affect quality change and achievement is flawed.

There is also a wild card in this deck which powerful;y impacts instruction,

learning and achievement - the horrifying state of children's lives. I would like to

introduce you to some of them.

Robert is now a fourth grade student. He was born drug addicted. His

mom is dying of AIDS. He sleeps at Great-Grandma's house until Grandma's

three to eleven workshift is done. He is awakened to return home with Grandma.

Robert cannot remain focused on his schoolwork. His behavior is often disruptive.

Lisa, five and Earl, six are sister and brother. Mom is absent much of the

time. They arrive at school each morning an hour before the doors open for

breakfast. They have not eaten since school lunch the previous day.

Jeff is a first grader. His kindergarten year was filled with violent outbursts

which affected his achievement as well as his classmates'. His disturbing

behavior continues. He has run from school on several occasions. It is only

October 4.

James is a third grader He is ADHD/ Attention Deficit with Hyperactive

Disordered He is one of eight children. Mom is thirty years old. He is functionally

illiterate and ashamed
Gail is a gifted child, thoughtful and obseivant. She has a keen sense of

hor world She lives with Grandma because Mom is in residential delox. Gail is

not achieving.
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Because of the conditions of our students' lives, because these conditions

impact the classroom, because teachers and students struggle together to

address these obstacles while trying to teach and learn, we find our children and

their schools in dire circumstances.
If expectations of teachers and their work is to change, then teacher

education must change. Classroom teachers must be actively involved in the

decisions to change the what and how of what they teach and the assessment to

evaluate those changes. Staff development must derive from promising research

that embraces what we know of cognitive theory and its application to the

classroom. Staff development must be long-term. Knowledgeable coaches to

model and support instructional strategies Inuss be provided over time. Staff

development must engender continuous reflection and evaluation. Staff

development must be flexible. Teachers' strengths, knowledge and creativity

must be recognized and nurtured. The greater our knowledge, the more refined

and focused our skills, the better our instructional practice, the greater our

students' chances for academic success.
I will close with excerpts from a poem, A Pledge of Responsibility for

Children by Ina Hughs. Her words are a compelling profile ofurban public school

children.

We accept responsibility for those
who stare at photographers from behind barbed wire,

who can't bound down the street in new sneakers,

who never `counted potatoes",
who are born in places we wouldn't be caught dead,

who never go to the circus,
who live in an X-rated world.

We accept responsibility for those

who never get dessert,

who have no safe blanket to drag behind,

who watch their parents watch them die,

who can't find bread to steal,
who don't have rooms to clean up,

whose pictures aren't on anybody's dresser,

whose monsters are real.

We accept responsibility for those
whose nightmares come in the daytime,

who will eat anything,

who have never seen a dentist,

who aren't spoiled by anybody,

who go to bed hungry and cry themselves to sleep,

who live and move, but have no being.



Senator PELL. Thank you very much, indeed, for very moving tes-
timony, beautifully written and read.

Ms. MATTIA. Thank you.
Senator PELL. I just have one question, and that is, as you know,

the number of minority youngsters is increasing, and the percent-
age of the number of minority teachers is declining. Do any of you
have any ideas of how we could reverse that?

Ms. CHERRY. I have an idea, Senator Pell. I think that, if we are
going to recruit minority teachers, we are going to have to recruit
where they are, and I specifically can speak about black Americans.

If we are going to recruit teachers, we have to go to historically
black schools, I believe, and we also have to make sure that teach-
ers are well compensated so that we can recruit the best and the
brightest.

I know for a fact that a let of young people today that I work
with would have no idea of going into teaching, and I have a young
woman who happens to be my daughter who just started a teach-
ing job in Worcester, Massachusetts, and she is teaching social
studies to Spanish-speaking children, but there was a time when
she would have nothing to do with teaching.

I think somehow she felt that it was in her blood, and she was
a product of a historically black school, Tuskegee University, which
is also my alma mater.

I think we have to go where those teachers are to recruit.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much, and I think, probably, at

this point, I would like to turn the hearing over to Congressman
Reed, acknowledge the presence of all of you who are herethank
you for being hereparticularly say to Brother Casey that I am
well aware of the contribution made by the private schools and
thank them and thank Mrs. Unsoeld for coming from the State of
Washington, via Washington, DC and also thank Tom Wolanin
being with us from the Department of Education.

Mr. REED. Thank you, Senator, and if I may seize the moment
and ask a few questions, there have been a few themes that have
been expressed today in the testimony of all the witnesses, none of
which, I might add, are as compelling or as moving as the testi-
mony I have heard from each of you because of your proximity to
the issue of professional development, but one thing was
collegiality and another thing that emerged was evaluation, truly
looking at the system of education and evaluating how well people
do.

So, I wondered if you might respond to those notions from your
experience as classroom teachers or as an administrator of the sys-
tem on whether there is sufficient collegiality and what we can do
to more fairly evaluate teachers so that they would be inspired to
engage in significant professional development.

So, Brother, would you start, or anyone who has a thought?
Mr. CASEY. Well, what. I have noticed, maybe 10 of our 6F schools

have adopted peer supervision, and you know, it is remarkable,
teachers never see each other teach.

So, it started very informally, and now it is formalized where it
is a collaborative model, and the weight of responsibility is not on
the administrative core.



In at least Catholic schools, sometimes the principals have been
so long away from, as we say, work in the trenches that the teach-
ers feel they do not understand clearly what is required day by day
in class, and we have had great success with the peer supervision
model, and it seems to me the route to take in our situation.

Mr. REED. Thank you.
Colleen?
Ms. BIELECKI. Congressman, I would echo that, and one thing

that I would tell you is that, as a practitioner, it is very difficult
to practice in front of a group of children.

When we talk about retooling any other industry, lots of times
we think about shutting that industry down while we retool.

When you have 27 fifth-graders or sixth-graders or any group of
students in front of you, you do not shut down, and I think that
one of the things that I would like to see be able to happen is that
we could eliminate some of the fear that practitioners have.

We all bring a lot of healthy skepticism to reform efforts. I have
been teaching for 20 years, and I have seen a lot of things.

I tell the story very often that I started teaching in an open-
space elementary school, that about five years later we were told
no, it is the back-to-basics, and so the walls went up and the tables
came out and the desks were put back in rows, and about five or
six years later, the walls are still there, but the desks are out and
the tables are back in, and we are asking students and teachers
to begin to work collaboratively.

That frightens people who have been trained in a particular way
and are asked to retool and redesign their methods of instruction,
very often, as Mr. Mc Walters said, alone, without the benefit, as
Brother Casey said, of watching other people do it.

So, I would advocate, first of all, for the time to try things and
notand to support teachers as they go about trying that. Very
often, that does happen if we could allow time for collegiality to
take place.

That may mean that we have to take a look at our schedules.
That may mean that we have to provide opportunities for teachers
to visit other teachers' classrooms even in their own school.

Lots of times, when we think about self-development, we think
about going someplace far away to see some expert somewhere
practice the craft when, to tell you the truth, there are a lot of won-
derful things happening in our own schools.

The last thing that I would say about that is that evaluations of
programs like that, where teachers have been provided the time to
experiment and to collaborate, where they have been allowed to
meet and design the programs that they know would best work in
their school, with their staff, and fc-- the children that they serve,
when we take a look at those evaluations, those are the evaluations
that tell us we are on the right track.

When teachers are asked to go to what I must tell you is very
often considered to be meaningless staff development, something
that has been designed by someone far away that does not touch
what it is they are trying to do in class and has no meaning and
no followup, those evaluations tell us a different story.

So, I think that evaluation of staff development is necessary, and
I think that evaluation of our own work should be less judgmental,
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and it should be more in a helping vein, so that instead of being
penalized for trying something new, you are encouraged to go fur-
ther with that.

Mr. REED. Thank you.
Shirley?
Ms. CHERRY. I think I would like to see more mentoring pro-

grams where the more veteran teacher is paired with a younger
teacher, because a lot ofas I said before, I think we do a fairly
good job of teaching teachers in the content area, but there are
some other items that go along with good teachers, things such as
you must care about.students, you must have high expectations,
you must have high standards, and I think that, if we had more
interaction, a more formalized, perhaps, mentoring program, that
that might be a good way to go, and the other idea, as far as eval-
uation goes, I would like to concur with what mywhat Colleen
has just said, is that we need to evaluate more on the basis of what
can administrators and other teachers do to help teachers improve
their teaching skills.

I know I constantly remind my principal that you are not called
principal for nothing, you are the principal teacher, and I think
that is very important.

Mr. REED. Thank you, Shirley.
Dor la?
Ms. LONG. I think the two points that I see in teacher evaluation

that are important are collaboration and the time to do it.
I really, really think that we have to look at the schoolday and

the school year to provide the professional opportunities to collabo-
rate with one another. I do not think that we can do these activi-
ties in a short school year of 180 days.

I think that businesses, oftentimes, provide their employees with
opportunities that we just do not get in the public education sector,
and you cannot do it without time.

Mr. REED. Andrea?
Ms. MATTIA. I think that teachers are very good at being conge-

nial. We have never been encouraged to be collegial. I think being
collegial takes a lot of time. It possibly takes its own form of staff
development.

It is very difficult to work alongside colleagues and, after a good
morning or a good afternoon, to then sit down and become the crit-
ic.

I think you have to develop an environment in the school that
is trusting before you can even expect collegiality to occur.

I think teachers have to feel that they can take risks in the class-
room and, as someone has said, that they can fail and then succeed
before those kinds of expectations can be had.

Evaluation-1 think everybody involved in working with children
has something to do with that process.

I think that everybody is accountable, in one way, shape, or form,
to some sort of evaluation, be it the parent, the student, the teach-
er, the school administrator, central administrator, or the school
board person, and I think, in some way, we have to develop evalua-
tion mechanisms that speak to all the various accountable people
with regard to children in this country.

Mr. REED. Thank you.
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Now I would like to call on my colleague, Mrs. Unsoeld.
Mrs. UNSOELD. I would just like to thank Senator Pell and you,

Jack, for letting me share with you this very inspiring set of panel-
ists, and to all of you, the other panelists also, I would like to say
thank you not only for your ideas, your inspiration, but probably
most of all for the increased resolve you have given us to go back
and shift priorities so that we can help provide the financing that
is so necessary. You deserve it.

Mr. REED. Thank you.
I would like to add my commendation to Senator Pell's and Mrs.

Unsoeld's not only for what you have said today but what you do
every day to reach out and deal with very difficult issues. Andrea's
poignant stories of young people are all too numerous and all too
real in every school system, both public and private, and the reason
we are doing anything at all is because of teachers like yourselves.

So, I thank you for that, and we pledge our best efforts to give
you the resources, particularly in staff development, that will allow
you to do the job better, that will touch the lives of children more
forcefully and purposefully and will make this country live up to
its very best ideals.

I would like to, on one administrative point, note that the hear-
ing record will remain open for two weeks in order that we might
receive and include any additional statements that are submitted,
and thank you all so very, very much, and this concludes the hear-
ing. Thank you.

[Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
[Additonal material submitted for the record follows.]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee

Thank you for the opportunity to share my experience in and my insights
about Chapter 1 and its reauthorization.

I am Carley Ochoa and I direct Compensatory Education programs in the
Riverside Unified School District located in Southern California. I have
worked with Title I Chapter 1 since the late 1960's.

I would like to begin by telling you about the features of our current
Hawkins Stafford bill that I like the things that arc working and to
urge you to not make changes for the sake of change - to not submit to
the rhetoric of those who would tell you that Chapter 1 is a dismal
failure.

IT IS NOT!

I will also respond to the U.S. Department of Education's proposed
language for the reauthorization ESEA which was presented to your
House Subcommittee on Elementary and Secondary Education on June
23. 1993.

I speak to you as a practitioner at the local level who looks at the current
legislation as a real breakthrough from the old notion we had about
Chapter 1 being a remedial. basic skills program. In April of 1988. the
President signed PL100-297 that reflected a major shift in the way we
had been operating Chapter 1 programs.

We now had a purpose which said students should be successful in the
regular program, and that we improve basic as well as more advanced
skills, that provided us the opportunity to set aside up to 5% of the funds
for innovation, that allowed us top implement Schoolwide programs
without matching funds, and in return for these many new flexibilitles
said that we had to be accountable for the achievement outcomes of
students.

Somehow this all sounds a little familiar I have read several commission
reports and articles that suggest we should be re writing and re-
inventing Chapter 1 to allow us to do these very things - - - that we
already can.

The Commission on Chapter 1 decided the challenge was to convert
Chapter 1 from a "law designed to teach poor childien basic skills to one
dedicated to spurring the kinds of educational change that would result
In children born into poverty acquiring high-level knowledge and skills."
Again this language sounds very familiar - - it Is now stated pretty
clearly in the purpose of the current law for Chapter 1. People have said
that we need to make more than cosmetic changes to Chapter 1. Where
we need to make more than cosmetic changes is in our basic educational
program - some people refer to "systemic reform" as the panacea for all
that ails us in public education. Agreed, we need to reform our public
education system - 1 am here to plead with you that we not by to do It at
the expense of our Chapter 1 children.

So. I say perhaps we do need only to "tinker with the current OW around
the edges" we do want to look at the formula and how often we need to
realign it with census and other data - - we do want to look at better
coordination with other funding sources for Increased benefit to our
identified Chapter 1 youngsters - we do want to encourage the
expansion of preschools and integrated social and educational services
- we do want to look at assessment and make reasonable changes which
allow us to make intellitent program inodifirations, and. at the same
time. have nationwide data that ran 1w aggl egat ed for those all-Important
evaluation purl-gist's.
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I do not agree with the concept of technical assistance replacing the
concept of compliance. We need to continue to focus on meeting the
needs of Identified children - - - in a compliant manner that will insure
that their programs will not be diluted - and with increased support
from the federal level.

This brings me to the Administration's proposal for Title I ESEA. (1) the
funding shift which would virtually move 40% of the total basic grant
from all districts to large urban school districts. Being from a
"suburban-edge city" of Los Angeles and knowing that we serve children
in Chapter 1 schools that have 95% of their children on free lunch. I
naturally get a little concerned over that move. While I know cities need
all the help in the world, please don't further impoverish our already poor
children because they live in a county that Is next door to Los Angeles
and not part of it. Our Chapter 3 schools serve children with excellent
preschool through 8th grade programs where they are making good
progress who are, In the main, Immigrants, limited English speaking.
poor, and residing in areas riddled also with drug dealers and gang
warfare.

The federal top-down approach of the Administratlon's proposal gives me
some concerns. For example. in the school ranking provision, districts
would now have to rank K-12 first instead of the current group ranking
allowance. This virtually forces unified districts to place their money at
high schools when we already have an established philosophy and policy
to place our resources at the earliest possible level. including pre and
pre-preschool to help not only the children but the families as well with
social services and literacy. This provision would take away another
piece of local decision making ability about our needs, our children, and
our schools.

I support their notion of more decisions being made at the school site
rather than by "administration" - it has always been that way in my
district, not because the law says so, but because that's the way you get
programs to serve kids well with all staff at that school site coming to
consensus about how to do the best Job for their children.

I am opposed to the notion that all schools that have 50% poverty should
be Schoolwide. This is a way to use Chapter 1 money as general aid in
schools that ought to have district supported reform efforts. We. in our
district, have Chapter 1 schools from 95% poverty down to 55%. There is
no comparison between the needs of those schools. In my district, a
school with 50% poverty looks "average."

I have some concerns about the assessments as described In the
Department's proposal. not that I don't agree that we certainly need
improvements It does, however, mean that we will be floundering
around for a considerable amount of time deciding which assessments
are indeed valid, reliable, and able to be aggregated for national
purposes.

Their proposed legislation mandates School Support Teams composed of
a few experts In research, curriculum. etc. which would have to work
with schools planning to conic into Schoolwide. Logistically, of course, It
Is unlikely to be possible, and it also implies that a district that already
has successful, effective Schoolwide programs don't know how to get
another one going without Wet nal "experts" coming in to help you plan
for a year. The very notion defeats the purpose Intended that of having
more effective Sehoolwid programs.

Last. I would like to address the notion of "systemic reform" that the
Administration would have Chapter I 'bludgeon" districts and schools
with. Reform needs to happen! States and the federal government need
to help its accomplish reit,/ ins in public education. My plea. again. Is
that we please not do it at the expense of Chapter 1 children.
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My greatest hope is that Congress will strengthen those measures in the
current law designed to deliver dynamic learning experiences with good
results to our Chapter 1 children - - give it a chance to work - - and
keep faith with the promise made to children in the War on Poverty and
Civil Rights legislation.

Thank you.
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